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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
Introduction 
1 
Started as junior colleges, literally meaning the first two years of a post-secondary 
education senior college program, present day junior/community colleges have evolved 
into an essential component of higher education. Community colleges developed or were 
implemented in different formats around the country. Many community colleges grew out 
of pre-existing secondary systems or developed as feeder schools of larger regional or 
comprehensive institutions. 
The two-year institution in Oklahoma followed the national developmental 
process for new institutions but still maintained a service community focus. The first 
institutions in Oklahoma were denominational in nature but focused on providing an 
education to relocated Native Americans. Additional institutions developed across the 
state as branch campuses for larger land grant institutions and still other institutions 
followed the municipal format. No matter how they began, across the nation or in 
Oklahoma, these new institutions developed to provide a vital link to educational 
opportunities for a wide range of students within the communities they resided. 
B~ginning in 1936, the Greater Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce worked to 
establish a junior college in its district (A. Snipes, personal communication, October 18, 
2005). In 
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1967, the idea of establishing a junior college in the area was once again the 
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topic of chamber discussions. Oklahoma City's Capitol Hill district was a bustling 
economic community surrounded by the sparsely populated blue-collar residential area. 
This surrounding area lacked the fundamental offerings of continuing education, 
community education, and cultural and recreation opportunities for the young and old (R. 
Moser, personal communication, October 28, 2005). Local political representatives, 
economic leaders, and residents of the area wanted to provide an educational and cultural 
outlet to the community. Their goal was not only to build an institution to meet these 
needs but give something back to their community that would provide long term 
economic benefits (R. Moser, personal communication, October 28, 2005). 
Legislation and the political climate during the late 1960s, afforded the Capitol 
Hill Chamber with enough support to move forward with establishing a junior college. 
Instrumental in making the initial steps toward establishing a two-year institution in the 
Capitol Hill district was area Representative L.H. Bengtson (personal communication, M. 
York, January 12, 2006). Other junior colleges developed within the Oklahoma City area 
and across the state but none addressed the educational needs of the Capitol Hill district 
or the southwest region of the city. The development of Tulsa Junior College (Tulsa) and 
Oscar Rose Junior College (Midwest City) during the same period helped guide the 
process for establishing a community college in the southwest region of Oklahoma City. 
A resolution passed by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
(OSRHE) and amended by legislation passed in 1967, authorized communities, towns or 
cities to apply for or petition the OSRHE to recognize a pre-determined area for the 
establishment of a new two-year institution (OSRHE, 1969). The steps to obtain 
recognition included an area wide petition signed by at least five percent of the area's 
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legally registered voters, a total population of 75,000 in the requesting area and net assets 
of 75 million dollars (OSRHE, 1969). The Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce's Junior 
College Committee used this legislation to gain support and legally petition the OSRHE 
to recognize its area for the establishment of a new two-year institution. Once the 
OSRHE approved the request, the governor would appoint the board of trustees for the 
newly established institution. 
With the passage ofresolution No. 581, the OSRHE (see Appendix C for copy of 
resolution) officially recognized Capitol Hill Junior College on January 27, 1970 
(OSRHE, 1970a). The new institution did not have a president, staff, faculty or physical 
space. On February 23, 1970, the Greater Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce Executive 
Committee sent a resolution to the OSRHE requesting the name oftlie institution change 
to South Oklahoma City Junior College (SOCJC) ("Capitol Hill Chamber Report," 1970). 
March 24, 1970, the OSRHE approved the name change with the passage of the 
Oklahoma Higher Education Code, resolution No. 588. Oklahoma Governor Dewey 
Bartlett appointed the first board March 31, 1970 (OSRHE, 1970b ). The first 
administrative offices were in donated office space in the Capitol Hill business district 
but later moved further south to the ground floor of the abandoned Cheetham Furniture 
factory when faculty began developing curriculum for the new institution. The present 
location of the institution is on 144 acres at the intersection of Southwest 74th Street and 
South May A venue. 
The institution officially opened for classes September 25, 1972 and yielded a 
first year fiscal student enrollment of 1,046 students (Sellars, 1987). Today's current 
fiscal student enrollment is over 12,500 and the institution has steadily grown to become 
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the fifth largest higher education institution in Oklahoma (Molina, 2005). It is also one of 
the fastest growing two-year institutions in the United States (Molina, 2005). 
This study documents the development and implementation of a two-year 
institution in Oklahoma from its earliest beginnings in 1967 to the first day of classes in 
1972. It focuses on key components deemed historically relevant and essential by the 
researcher to the development and implementation of the two-year institution. These 
components include but are not limited to legislation, funding, facilities, and academic 
plan. In addition, the study will highlight the individuals responsible for the various 
componerits and implementing the institution. 
Purpose of the study 
This study identifies significant components used in the development and 
implementation of a community college using SOCJC asa case study. The purpose of the 
study is to provide a historical documentation of SOCJC in chronological format from 
1967-1972 highlighting the key components associated with the creation of the 
institution. All written history of the institution begins in 1972. Individuals involved in, 
and responsible for, developing the academic and organizational structure, securing initial 
funding, and the roles they played implementing SOCJC will be highlighted. Information 
provided in the study will serve as a template for other researchers who wish to compare 
this community college's development to other two-year institutions. 
Research Questions 
1. What design and development activities occurred during the creation of 
SOCJC from 1967 to 1972? 
2. Who were the individuals involved in the development and 
implementation of SOCJC and what role did they play? 
3. What operational elements were required and developed to implement 
SOCJC? 
4. What was the political process used to establish SOCJC? 
Significance of the Study 
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The study provides information on the basic components and processes used in 
the development and implementation of SOCJC during a specific time in the historical 
development of the two-year institution in the United States. Previous studies have 
enlightened readers of historical aspects of community college development in the United 
States. None has singled out SOCJC as an example of an institution developed and 
implemented in the community college arena during the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Previous studies have addressed the general historical development of two-year 
private and public institutions across the nation. Koos (1924), Frye (1991), Pederson 
(2000) describe the establishment of the first junior community college movement from 
1900-1940. Eells (1941) aimed to provide historical reference for the need to develop the 
two-year institution from the mid 1920s to 1940. He strongly supported curriculum 
focusing on the terminal educational structure of the technical/occupational programs as 
the strength of the two-year system's future. Balyeat (1948) outlined the historical 
beginnings of Oklahoma's private and public two-year institutions as they developed 
from parochial Indian institutions and municipal colleges. Nutter (1974) again 
highlighted the development of the two-year institution in Oklahoma. No single book or 
article has sought to provide an in-depth historical analysis of SOCJC. 
Other studies conducted provide insight or analysis of a specific era or event of a 
two-year institution in Oklahoma. None specifically focused on the historical 
development of a specific public Oklahoma two-year institution. Going one-step further, 
no single study has focused on the political elements associated with the initial 
development and implementation of a public two-year institution in Oklahoma. 
Therefore, this study is an effort to provide a look at the components, political process, 
and the individuals associated with the development and implementation of SOCJC 
during the time of the institution's inception. In addition, this study intends to provide 
information to use by an individual or group of individuals to plan, develop and 




The process of gathering data or source material for this study was qualitative in 
pattern and presented as a single case study. The sources for collecting data for this study 
were through personal interviews and document analysis. Primary data sources included, 
but were not limited to, face-to-face interviews, videotaped interviews, audiotaped 
telephone interviews, and historical documents. Participants were purposefully selected 
for the study. Creswell (2003) supports the use of purposeful selection for case studies 
because of their focused nature on a particular event, period, or group of people. 
Purposeful selection in qualitative research helped the researcher select the most 
applicable participants and materials to help address the research questions. 
Other material encompasses written and printed documents including institutional 
memoranda, OSRHE committee meeting minutes, SOCJC board and executive session 
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meeting minutes, budget reports, legal records, institutional handbooks and catalogs, state 
and local newspapers, and legislative bills. The researcher used cross comparison of the 
archival materials, interviews, and artifacts to identify themes and patterns in the data. 
Theoretical Frame 
The researcher provides a brief analysis of the data using the conceptual or 
theoretical perspective of the structural frame defined by Bolman & Deal (2003). The 
structural frame provides six assumptions associated with the components illustrated in a 
structural/bureaucratic organizational design. If an organization addresses these basic 
structural assumptions, in theory it should be successful and productive. Material 
presented in chapter four, highlighting the development and implementation of the 
institution, will provide examples for each assumption of the structural frame as defined 
by Bolman & Deal (p. 45):. 
1. Organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives 
2. Organizations increase efficiency and enhance performance through 
specialization and a clear division oflabor 
3. Appropriate forms of coordination and control ensure that diverse 
efforts of individuals and units mesh 
4. Organizations work best when rationality prevails over personal 
preferences and extraneous pressures 
5. Structures must be designed to fit an organization's circumstances 
(including its goals, technology, workforce and environment). 
6. Problems and performance gaps arise from structural deficiencies and 
can be remedied through analysis and restructuring 
For clarification, the use of the term bureaucratic in this context refers to the organization 
designed "to efficiently relate organizational programs to the achievement of specified 
goals" (Birnbaum, 1988, p. 107). 
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Two schools of thought or theory, the scientific management theory ofFayol 
(1841-1925) and Taylor (1865-1915) and the classic management theory of Weber 
(1864-1920) (Bolman & Deal, 2003), support the concepts of the structural/bureaucratic 
frame. Both camps have similar concepts associated with the structural perspective of 
organizational design as well as expand these concepts to include bureaucratic concepts 
of the elements of structure, why one structure is selected over another and its efficiency 
(Bolman & Deal, 2003). Concepts defining the scientific theory include, but are not 
limited to, planning, coordinating, and controlling while division of labor, clear order of 
command or hierarchy, and rules of performance illustrate the classical theory. Bolman & 
Deal (2003) build the six assumptions of the structural frame around both schools of 
theory. 
Assumptions/Limitations 
It is assumed the researcher was able to identify and to contact all of the important 
players. It is an assumption of the researcher that participants answered the questions in 
an open and honest manner, and information conveyed is accurate and complete. It is also 
assumed the documents used in the study are authentic and accurate. 
The study includes facts, opinions, and public accounts from those involved in the 
history of the development and implementation of the institution between 1967 and 1972. 
The knowledge and recollection of the past by the interviewees is clouded by time and 
proximity to the subject. Interview data may be suspect due to recall error as well as the 
emotional state, personal bias, and the interviewees' self-serving responses all of which 
may affect information provided (Patton, 2002). 
This is a study of one institution and the historical journey of the institution from 
concept to actuality and the individuals who played a role in the development and 
implementation of the institution. Researcher's bias is a consideration throughout the 







There are many conflicting opinions of how and when the American community 
college developed. Various sources attributed the beginning of the community college to 
religious organizations in the early 1830s and to government initiatives of the 1940s 
(Witt, 1988; Frye, 1993). The official record credits the first public community college 
as Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Illinois, in 1901 (Brick, 1964). Formed by an agreement 
between a secondary public school system and a post-secondary institution as a 'junior 
college," Joliet served as the mold from which many of today's modern public two-year 
institutions emerged. However, the start of the American two-year institution began 
earlier and has a diverse history, not only throughout the nation, but also in Oklahoma. 
Since the late 1800s, the development of the community/junior college has 
evolved through trial and error, imitation and legislative initiatives. To better illustrate the 
general historical development of the American two-year institution, the researcher has 
identified for the study three distinct development eras, 1850-1917, 1920-1950 and 1960-
1970. Legislative influences and significant events during each period deemed relevant to 
the development of the two-year institution helped identify each period. Moreover, these 
eras are reflected in Oklahoma's historical two-year institution development. 
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A History of the American Two-Year Institution 
1850-1917 
During the mid 1800s, religious principles and discipline served as the 
educational base of two-year institutions. The purpose of these institutions was to build 
an educated clergy base (Medsker & Tillery, 1971). These institutions were generally 
only open to the youths of families indoctrinated in a specific religious faith. The 
educational platforms were religious practices coupled with a traditional educational 
offering (Medsker & Tillery, 1971; Nutter, 1974). Additional two-year institutions 
developed across the territories with the same goals in mind: to educate the youth, spread 
their religious beliefs, and sustain a clergy base. The first established private two-year 
denominational institution was in Alton, Illinois with Monticello College in 1835; the 
second was established in 1858 with Susquehanna University (Sack, 1959; Nutter, 1974). 
Both institutions began as privately funded two-year denominational schools. 
By 1852, the debate for public two-year institutions began among the educated 
elite. Henry P. Tappan, president of the University of Michigan, argued for the removal 
of the first two years of a student's college work from the university (Brick, 1964). The 
idea was to remove the freshman and sophomore years from the university and transfer 
them back to the secondary schools (Brick, 1964). In 1892, William Rainey Harper took 
this idea of separation and applied it to his institution. He divided the University of 
Chicago into the junior college for freshman and sophomore curriculum offerings and the 
senior college for the junior and senior curriculum offerings (Brick, 1964). This move 
provided the template for the municipal college. Not all universities supported this move 
and the debate for a junior college continued for many more years. 
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Although not fully endorsed by the majority of educators, some municipal 
institutions did begin to develop and reflect the separation of curriculum at the university 
level into junior and senior offerings. Using the first two years ofliberal studies 
curriculum, these institutions emerged from local secondary systems. Public high schools 
began to add a thirteenth and fourteenth year to their curricular offerings (Botts, 2001). 
This ready-made template made it relatively easy to start a new institution. Institutions 
needed little start up costs due to sharing of facilities and funding in connection to state 
supported public secondary school districts. Additional municipal institutions opened 
through imitating these pioneering institutions in curriculum and from under limited-to-
nonexistent legislative support (Brick, 1964). Early municipal institutions not only shared 
facilities, they often shared resources such as articulated curricula, faculty, staff and 
administration (Nutter, 1974). 
Not all municipal institutions directly mirrored the liberal studies curriculum. 
Many reflected the local community's changing economies, regional demographics and 
political events, and offered vocational programs (Botts, 2001). These vocational types of 
institutions gained support from the local chamber of commerce, newspapers, politicians 
and concerned citizens. Many communities felt these institutions would serve a vital role 
required for civic betterment (Pederson, 2000). Technical or vocational schools attempted 
to offer some collegiate-level instruction. However, few major universities had 
redesigned their undergraduate programs to draw distinction between the junior college, 
or the first two years, and the senior college, or the last two years of a four-year liberal 
arts baccalaureate program (Diener, 1986; Botts, 2001). This left many municipal and 
technical institutions without a direct line to advanced educational options. 
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Promoted by necessity and assisted by legislative initiative, the formula for the 
two-year agricultural and mechanical vocational municipal junior college emerged. With 
the passage of the Morrill Act or land grant act of 1862, funding provided directly to the 
states assisted with developing institutions to provide economy based training and 
education. This federal funding was instrumental in the establishment and progression of 
the two-year institution across the nation and in Oklahoma. These institutions focused on 
the applied sciences such as agricultural and mechanics arts (Morrill Act 1862, § 4). 
Under this legislation, many two-year institutions developed in large, rural, agrarian-
based states as feeder schools to the larger four-year state land grant institution 
established through this act. 
During the later part of this era, a key legislative initiative passed. The Smith-
Hughes Vocational Education Act of 1917 was the first legislative initiative directly 
influencing the development of existing two-year institutions (Smith, 1999). The act 
provided for the development of vocational programs, funded by the states, focusing on 
educational programs in "agricultural and the trades and industries" needs (Smith-Hughes 
1917, § 1). This gave the students an avenue to pursue options more relevant to the needs 
of the growing economic climate. The Industrial Age was in full swing and many 
communities began making the change from the primary rural agricultural economy to an 
industrial-urban economy (Medsker & Tillery, 1971; Nutter, 1974). Production required 
a constant supply of workers with the knowledge and skill to operate, maintain, and 
improve the production mechanisms. Smith-Hughes coupled with the Morrill Act, helped 
two-year institutions establish themselves as both liberal studies and vocational technical 
educational institutions. The Smith Hughes legislative act also provided a link between 
two- and four-year institutions by financially supporting the expansion of teacher 
education programs to provide more teachers for vocational technical programs. 
1920-1950 
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Three key events defined this era. They dealt with formal recognition of funding 
for, and access to, two-year institutions. The first event addressed the formalization of 
curriculum and alignment between the two- and four-year institutions. The first National 
Conference of Junior Colleges convened in 1920 (Smith, 1999). From this conference, 
the American Association of Junior Colleges emerged which today is the American 
Association of Community Colleges. Although the conference was not a legislative 
action, it still reflected federal involvement with the development of the two-year 
institution (Smith, 1999). Backed by the United States Bureau of Education, the 
organization brought a sense of direction, responsibility, and competency to the junior 
college system to meet the needs of the students (Smith, 1999). The organization 
formalized terminal concepts of instruction and semiprofessional educational programs 
for two-year institutions to complement all levels of higher education instruction 
(Pederson, 2000). This formalization gave birth to a large number of two-year institutions 
developing as mirrored images oflocal colleges' and universities' freshman and 
sophomore offerings. The repetition of policy and curriculum allowed the two-year 
institution to assume the role of feeder school to the larger four-year institutions 
(Pederson, 2000). 
The second event came on the heels of World War IL when returning service men 
and women flocked to educational institutions across the country. The Servicemen's 
Readjustment Act of 1944, the GI Bill, was specific to the college student and provided 
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monetary assistance for tuition, housing, and medical expenses for returning military men 
and women (Servicemen's Readjustment Act, 1944). This act provided funding to assist 
military personnel to return to, or pursue, their education. The influx of students pushed 
two-year institutions' rapid development in facilities and programs. Many states enacted 
special legislation to assist local municipal institutions financially with development and 
expansion. In 1945, Washington State was one of many states to pass special legislation 
to address these demands (Tordenti, 1996). With the passage of Washington State's 
Extended Education Act (1945), local communities expanded the thirteenth and 
fourteenth grades to address the demand for educational options and establish municipal 
junior colleges in Washington (Tordenti, 1996). 
The third event dealt with the first steps towards equal access to higher education. 
The President's Commission on Higher Education (PCHE) released the Higher Education 
for American Democracy, or the Truman Commission Report, in 1947 outlining key 
components essential to the development of an educated society through educational 
access (Smith, 1999). The report cited the need for higher education to address access 
barriers (e.g., economic, geographical and race), while calling for the expansion of the 
two-year institution to provide cultural and civic-minded programs to the communities in 
which they resided (PCHE, 194 7). 
The second era, more than any other, helped define the true mission of America's 
two-year institution. This era produced institutions and curriculum providing academic, 
occupational, and technical training options to adult students. It was during this time, the 
community/junior college solidified its role as an essential link in higher education. 
1960-1970 
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With the second era defining the function of the two-year institution, the third era 
provided broader access to, and the greatest growth of, new two-year institutions through 
legislative initiatives. After 1960, community colleges began to realize their potential and 
instituted new admission policies. Often referred to as open-door admissions, the new 
policies provided institutions with a mechanism to open up to the communities and inner 
city regions to provide educational and technical/vocational training opportunities (Botts, 
2001). 
With broader access and a large college going populace, new institutions 
developed enmasse. Three key legislative initiatives spurred on the growth. In a speech 
"Special Message on Education" (1963), President Kennedy pushed for the passage of 
new legislation to address the modem vocational educational needs of America's citizens 
and prepare for the world's changing economies (Smith, 1999). From this presidential 
initiative, three influential legislative acts emerged. 
The first, the Vocational Education Act (VEA) (1963), was passed to help finance 
high cost, high skill technical training programs. The second, the Higher Education 
Facilities Act (HEFA) (1963), provided funding to build facilities and to provide 
equipment to support the programs. These two initiatives provided the greatest federal 
support in history for the two-year institution's development. The third, the Higher 
Education Act (REA) 1965, directly supported the academic growth of these institutions 
as well as provided financial assistance to the students attending the new two-year 
institutions (Smith, 1999). The act provided funding for community colleges and 
universities offering educational programs specific to the needs of the communities in 
which they resided (Higher Education Act, 1965 § 101 and 102). 
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Building on these legislation acts, many states took charge and initiated additional 
legislation to meet the specific needs for developing and implementing new two-year 
institutions. Green River Community College (1965) in Washington (Tordenti, 1996), 
Polk Community College (1962) in Florida (Milligan, 1990), Jefferson Community 
College (1960) in Kentucky (Ecker, 1991) and Roane State Community College (1969) 
in Tennessee (Byrne, 1989) are but a few examples of two-year institutions established 
during this era. The legislation helped to strengthen higher education within the states 
using the two-year institution as the mechanism. 
Having the option to provide not only a transfer or liberal arts based education to 
the public, but technical and occupational training as well, the two-year institutions 
became a stepping stone to better things through education that many sought to obtain. 
Although many players contributed to the early development of the two-year institution, 
these components may never have connected if it were not for the inherent belief that 
"education is a social and individual good and society is obligated to provide as much of 
it as any individual desires" (Botts, 2001). 
A History of the Oklahoma Community/Junior College 
1850-1917 
Mirroring the national formats for two-year institutions, Oklahoma's two-year 
colleges emerged as denominational/private, municipal, or state supported institutions. 
Funding, facilities, and curriculum of the two-year institutions aligned in much the same 
way as other states. Denominational/private focused on religious/liberal arts based 
curriculum with financial support for the institutions directed from the affiliated church. 
Municipal institutions shared monies from public taxation and facilities with the local 
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public/secondary school system and offered curriculum to prepare the students to enter 
the university or continue their education in a vocational technical program (OSRHE, 
1942). State supported two-year institutions were dependent on funds from the state and 
offered programs mirroring the larger state university as well terminal vocational 
technical programs (Balyeat, 1948) 
Although three state-supported four-year institutions opened between 1890 
(Oklahoma Territory ST. 231 § 3) and 1894 (Oklahoma Territory ST. 1893 §§ 3398-
3422), it was not until 1908 that Oklahoma's public two-year educational system began 
to emerge. Building on the Morrill Act of 1862 and 1890, Oklahoma establish higher 
education institutions dedicated to the instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, 
scientific farming, engineering, and military science (Oklahoma Territory ST. 78 § 18). 
These institutions not only served as an expansion of the nation's educational system, 
they also provided additional opportunities for the community/junior college to develop. 
In 1881, the first Oklahoma private two-year institution was the "Indian 
University'' (Nutter, 1974). Renamed Bacone College in 1910, it was a privately-funded 
Baptist-affiliated institution. Bacone served as a starting point in the development oftwo-
year institutions in Oklahoma. According to the OSRHE, the University Preparatory 
School at Tonkawa, established in 1901 by Oklahoma Territory ST.§§ 6485-6491, is the 
oldest state supported public two-year institution in Oklahoma. 
Building on the legislation of the Morrill Act, the Oklahoma Territorial legislature 
established six public secondary or two-year institutions, one each in the state's five 
Supreme Court districts in 1903, and a sixth in the Oklahoma Panhandle territory in 1908 
(Oklahoma Territory ST. 1893 §§ 1099-1106 and§§ 6404-6484). The first was Connors 
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State Agricultural College in W amer followed by Murray State School of Agriculture in 
Tishomingo. Established on the west side of the state were Cameron State Agricultural 
College in Lawton and Connell in Helena. Haskell in Broken Arrow and Panhandle 
Agricultural College in Goodwell were the final two schools established under this 
legislation (Balyeat, 1948; Nutter, 1974). In 1917, Haskell and Connell were closed 
("Overview," 2005). The last two-year school established during this period was the 
Miami School of Mines in Miami, Oklahoma ("Overview," 2005). 
1920-1950 
This era provided a significant amount of national legislative support; however, 
little changed for the Oklahoma higher education landscape. It would be close to 50 years 
before a new two-year institution was formally established. The only educational 
institutions emerging in Oklahoma were small, locally housed and funded, thirteenth and 
fourteenth grade offerings. Between 1920 and 1940, municipal junior colleges emerged 
out oflocal public secondary school systems ("Overview," 2005). 
By 1921, only one municipal two-year institution was in operation, Muskogee 
Junior College in Muskogee, Oklahoma ("Overview", 2005). By 1939, two-year 
municipal institutions were in operation in Oklahoma towns from Altus to Bartlesville 
and Sayre to Poteau with more than 20 institutions offering liberal studies and vocational 
and technical curriculum ("Overview", 2005). One of these early municipal junior 
colleges was also located in the Capitol Hill district of Oklahoma City. Faculty members 
from Oklahoma City University provided instruction at the local high school. Local 
politicians pushed for a permanent junior college to be developed and established in the 
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district ("Junior College Urged for Hill," 1931 ). The school failed to gain recognition or 
legislative support and closed by 1945. 
During this era, Oklahoma established a formal governing system for the higher 
education institutions. In 1941, the residents of Oklahoma approved an amendment to the 
state's constitution for the establishment of a statewide higher education system 
(Oklahoma Constitution, Article XIII-A,§ 1-4). This amendment brought all public 
educational institutions offering post-secondary educational programs under the one 
governing umbrella of the OSRHE (Tanner, 1977). All post secondary institutions-
municipal, college or university-were under the same guiding principles of the state 
system. 
1960-1970 
Beginning in the mid-to-late 1960s, the nation began to see the development and 
implementation of two-year institutions growing at an astounding rate. Reflecting the 
national trend, Oklahoma began taking steps to develop and implement more two-year 
public institutions. Educational funding and facilities were two issues facing the nation 
and Oklahoma from 1960-1970. National legislation, the Vocational Education Act 
(VEA) (1963), the Higher Education Facilities Act (HEFA) (1963), and the Higher 
Education Act (HEA) (1965), directly supported the growth of the two-year institution 
and provided vital support on which Oklahoma could build upon. 
Many Oklahoma municipal junior colleges evolved into fully functioning state 
supported two-year institutions between 1965 and 1970 ("Overview," 2005). In 1967, 
Oklahoma passed legislation outlining the formal steps to establish a state supported two-
year institution (OSRHE, 1968a). The legislation provided for the development of the 
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two-year institution to operate independently, both fiscally and physically, from the local 
public secondary educational systems and become a part of the state's higher education 
system (OSRHE, 1968a). Under O.S. 70, § 4408, institutions established, operated and 
accredited under the guidelines of the OSRHE were eligible to receive state assistance for 
educational and general operation of the institution. Monies appropriated from the 
legislature to the OSRHE were allocated to the institutions. Many municipal institutions 
began construction or rented separate facilities in which to provide classroom instruction 
and sever ties to the secondary school districts. Examples of the Oklahoma municipal 
two-year institution emerging into state supported public two-year institutions during this 
period are Seminole Junior College, Poteau Junior College, Altus Junior College, and El 
Reno Junior College (Tanner, 1977). 
Until 1964, the curriculum offerings in Oklahoma's two-year institutions mirrored 
the first two years of the larger four-year institutions' general education courses. 
Additional curriculum focused on pre-professional training and technical courses for 
students not pursuing a degree (OSRHE, 1960). In 1965, OSRHE expanded the two-year 
institutions' definition for basic curriculum offering and educational responsibilities. This 
expanded definition included sharing responsibilities with senior universities to offer 
remedial courses, offering the first two years of a baccalaureate degree, as well as 
providing adult education programs (OSRHE, 1966). Specifically the two-year institution 
held primary responsibility for vocational/technical education and undergraduate general 
education leading to an associate degree (OSRHE, 1966). With the expanded definition, 
the two-year institution was primed to fill a vital gap in Oklahoma's educational arena 
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In 1968, legislation was enacted granting the OSRHE authority to allocate state 
funds to community/junior colleges for capital improvement projects (O.S. 70, § 4412, 
1968). It was during this growth period Oklahoma's last two-year institutions, 
independently developed and implemented, emerged in Oklahoma: Tulsa Junior College 
(1970), Oscar Rose Junior College (1970), and the last original established autonomous 
two-year institution, South Oklahoma City Junior College (1972). Although the official 
establishment date is listed as 1972 for SOCJC, the OSRHE officially established the 
two-year institution January 27, 1970 (OSRHE, 1970a). 
Summary 
Literature examined consists of studies dealing with the emergence of the two-
year institution from private denominational clergy educational facilities, land-grant 
branch campuses and municipal institutions, and the historical journey of these 
institutions across the nation generally, and in Oklahoma, specifically. Additionally, key 
national education legislation was highlighted. 
Through the decades, many influences have made their mark on the modem two-
year institution. Through two World Wars, the Great Depression and many legislative 
initiatives, the two-year institution evolved into a major influence in today's modem 
higher education system. Legislative initiatives and the local communities have 
influenced the Oklahoma higher education landscape and have provided the citizens of 





Qualitative and historical research strategies were used for this study. According 
to Creswell (2003), qualitative research uses a variety of methods that are interactive to 
provide a better understanding the subject. These methods included, but are not limited 
to, conducting interviews and analyzing historical documents. Historical research 
involves the methodical search for documents and other sources containing information 
or facts relevant to the research questions (Borg & Gall, 1983). In addition, Patton 
(2002) suggests using a variety of methods for data collection to validate and crosscheck 
findings and provide a comprehensive perspective of the study subject. 
Using various aspects ofresearch methods or a multi-method approach, the 
researcher was ablw to triangulate data. Triangulation can be defined as using two or 
more research strategies that involve collecting and analyzing two or more forms of data 
applied in a single study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). This study used traditional 
approaches associated with qualitative methods, such as personal interviews and 
participant questionnaire combined with the traditional approach of the researching of 
historical documents. 
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Combining two or more forms of research data collection and analysis is designed 
to address the inherent biases found in single method studies as well as researcher bias. 
Additionally, multiple levels of data are produced or uncovered providing an opportunity 
to uncover reoccurring themes or patterns in the data. Using triangulated data sources 
provides for the results of one method to "help develop and inform the other method" 
(Creswell, 2003; Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989). One method can be nested within 
another to provide insight into different levels of analysis (Creswell, 2003; Tashakkori & 
Teddlie, 1998). An open-ended questionnaire was used with personal interviews to 
enhance the interview process and to check for biases of the researcher interpreting the 
personal interview sessions. Data are presented in a chronological format and serve as a 
detailed timeline of events significant to the development and implementation of the 
institution. . 
Data Sources and Procedures 
The study used multiple sources and techniques in the data gathering process 
including interviews, document analysis, and, as needed, questionnaires. Interview 
participants were selected based on their involvement with the institution during the 
specified period of the study as well as their availability to the researcher. The data 
selection process repeatedly referred back to the purpose of the study to focus attention 
on where to look for evidence that will satisfy the purpose of the study and answer the 
research questions posed. 
Institutional Review Board Approval 
In accordance with Oklahoma State University's Institutional Review Board 
(IRB) requirements for a study including human subjects, the researcher provided to the 
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university documentation of the proposed study and its purpose. Documentation required 
by the IRB (see Appendix A) included those to be interviewed for the study, process for 
maintaining confidentiality, benefits of the study, informed consent forms, and a copy of 
the protocol used for the interviews. 
Interviews 
The purpose of interviewing is to allow the researcher into the other person's 
perspective (Patton, 2002). Interviewing in qualitative research indicates the other 
person's perspective is meaningful to the topic of the study. The design of the interviews 
followed the interview guide format with pre-established questions. Using the guide 
allowed the researcher to make the most of the interview time provided and maintain a 
methodical and inclusive approach with each participant. Interview questions were 
exploratory in nature and were developed to address the research questions of this study. 
The researcher determined the best line of interview questioning by conducting a 
pre-ethnography. Current administrators, faculty and staff were asked questions 
concerning who was involved in the development and implementation of the institution, 
what role did they play, how was the institution received in the community, and how did 
the implementation proceeded. Additionally, the pre-ethnography assisted with the 
establishing a timeline of development and implementation for the institution. 
Because of the focused scope of the study, the total population identified for the 
interviews and questionnaires was identified through document analysis, according to the 
individual's significance to the study. It was important not to limit the interview 
population because of the exploratory nature of this historical research. Interviewees 
included, but were not limited to, the first two presidents, original board members, 
politicians, newspaper journalists, the original administrative personnel, and original 
faculty and staff members. Participation was solicited through requests-for-interview 
letters (see Appendix A for samples of all interview materials). Of the 18 subjects 
solicited for participation, nine were interviewed. Seven chose not to participate in the 
study and two subjects died before interviews could be conducted. Names of those 
interviewed are not veiled within the study. 
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Those interviewed were: Dr. John Cleek, second President of SOCJC and 
currently a professor at the University of Missouri-Kansas City and Senator Marvin 
York, retired; David Hunt, chair of the Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce Community 
Junior College Committee, retired; Al Snipes, original board member, now retired local 
insurance provider and prominent Republican official; Wesley Weldon, original board 
member now retired and former manager of the Capitol Hill John A. Brown department 
store; Robert Moser, original board member, retired President of Southwestern Bank and 
Trust; Al Taylor, original administer, retired; Gary Lombard, original staff member and 
current Oklahoma City Community College (OCCC) Vice President of Human 
Resources; and Steve Kamm, original and current faculty member. 
The researcher conducted video and audio-recorded interviews with current and 
former administrators, faculty, and staff members of SOCJC. Original founding 
members' proximity, as well as availability, to the researcher determined the number of 
interviewees. Interviewees clarified timelines of events during the study's focused period; 
expanded upon, and personalized, the historical events that affected SOCJC throughout 
the designated years of analysis for this study; and were one-two hours and video-
recorded or audio recorded for accuracy of analysis as appropriate. When the 
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interviewees choose not to be video-recorded, a telephone interview was conducted. To 
expand on the original interview and to provide an opportunity for the participants to 
elaborate on specific interview questions, an open-ended follow-up questionnaire was 
offered. This questionnaire, restatement of the original interview questions, provided the 
interviewees with an opportunity to provide clarification or additional information they 
may have recalled after the initial interview session. Follow-up was for clarification only. 
One new question was asked concerning their opinion of the projected future of the 
institution (see Appendix A). Participation in the questionnaire was optional, and no 
participants returned the questionnaires. 
All questionnaire responses and interview tapes will be in the researcher's 
possession for a total of two years following completion of the study (IRB guidelines). 
Once the study has concluded, the video and audio tapes will be placed in the institution's 
archives. Upon request of the participants, information used for the study was either in 
written form or videotape format for review of accuracy. Interviews and questionnaires 
had crossover participants. 
Documents 
In addition to the aforementioned interviews, document analysis of SOCJC board 
meeting minutes, OSRHE board meeting minutes and annual institutional reports, 
newspaper and journal articles, and published and unpublished academic papers were 
used. Additional documents included legislative bills; archived newspaper articles from a 
former prominent southwest Oklahoma City newspaper, The Capitol Hill Beacon; The 
Daily Oklahoman, central Oklahoma's primary newspaper; and special addition 
newspaper items; and artifacts. Expansion of the historical events and institutional 
background information gathered from these documents assisted the researcher to 
establish and support chronological historical events during the period of the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRESENTATION OF DATA AND ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
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The recipe called for two parts legislation, three parts drive, and a pinch of good 
luck to build an institution of higher education in southwest Oklahoma City during the 
late 1960s and early 1970s. Whatever the recipe, the Capitol Hill district in this part of 
Oklahoma City used what was available to develop and implement an institution. Across 
the country, states were using similar education legislative initiatives to build community 
colleges and expand educational options using two-year comprehensive educational 
institutions. 
The initial components used to create SOCJC centered on Oklahoma legislation 
enacted in 1967 and 1968 that reflected the national legislation, VEA (1963) and the 
HEA (1965). This legislation provided a starting point from which the funding to build 
the facilities, administrative structure, and academic plan could emerge. Within the walls 
of the institution, a unique self-paced educational system would offer students an 
opportunity to explore careers and realize their potential. From conception to reality, the 
journey to create and implement a new two-year institution in southwest Oklahoma City 
took five short years. This is an historical documentation of those five years. 
Part I: 1967-1969 Legislation 
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Like many states during the 1960s and 1970s, Oklahoma faced a number of 
economic and political issues directly affecting the educational needs of the state's 
populace. It is likely that an influx of new Oklahoma City residents and growing 
suburban communities as well as new technology-based industry pressed state leaders to 
implement legislation to address these changing needs. The expansion of the two-year 
institutional system in the state became a priority, not only at the state level, but also with 
local economic and political leaders in Oklahoma City (A. Snipes, personnel 
communication October 28, 2005). 
In other states, the community college movement gained support from a variety of 
newly-created educational initiatives. In North Carolina, legislation was passed to 
provide for the expansion of the two-year system through the creation of additional state 
university branch and municipal campuses (Ecker, 1991). In Florida, educational leaders 
developed a statewide plan to expand the system to include additional two-year 
institutions (Milligan, 1990). The Washington State Legislature made it possible for 
communities to petition the state educational governing system for the development of 
new two-year institutions and to receive funding to assist with that process (Tordenti, 
1996). All of these initiatives supported a growing two-year higher education segment 
designed to provide educational options to the residents in the communities in which the 
institutions resided. 
Oklahoma too was taking legislative steps to address the changes in the state's 
educational needs. Economic and political changes were beginning to affect the 
sustainability of Oklahoma's junior colleges. New technology-based industries were 
developing in and around the Oklahoma City area. Political leaders needed to address the 
needs of new businesses and to provide the infrastructure to produce and support a 
knowledgeable workforce. The current educational system of the late 1960s and early 
1970s in Oklahoma was not meeting the needs technical/industrial needs of the state. 
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Between 1963 and 1967, the number of state supported and municipal two-year 
colleges in Oklahoma remained steady at 12 (Nutter, 1974). During this same period, the 
total enrollment population at two-year institutions increased (Nutter, 1974), pushing 
many of these institutions to their capacity. A growing need for vocation/technical 
education programs was on the rise as a new technology-based industry began to emerge 
in the Oklahoma City area (R. Moser, personal communication, October 29, 2005). Local 
political leaders used new industry to fill economic gaps and provide opportunities to the 
districts they represented. Two-year institutions could provide communities with an 
opportunity to build a strong foundation to support these economic opportunities. 
Prior to 1967, many Oklahoma public two-year institutions closed due to a lack of 
available local and state funding (Nutter, 1974). In 1967, the Oklahoma Legislature 
passed Article XIV,§ 1408, supporting the allocation of funds for the establishment and 
expansion of community junior colleges in Oklahoma (OSRHE, 1967). The legislation 
allowed for a local community or county to call for a vote of recognition of a municipal 
or extension institution by the OSRHE to become a state supported two-year institution 
("Junior college bill approved," 1967). Funding received would be allocated by the 
OSRHE from appropriations of the legislature and applied to the educational and general 
operation expenses of the institution (OSRHE, 1968b). The formula for allocation of 
funds under this legislation was pursuant to the previous fiscal year's full-time equivalent 
enrollment. Using this formula, SOCJC would not be eligible for initial funding under 
this legislation. In addition, pre-existing state accredited two-year public junior or 
municipal institutions received priority over non-accredited institutions when applying 
for the state funds. 
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By October 1967, the OSRHE developed additional criteria to enhance previous 
funding eligibility legislation. The new legislation outlined the specific steps required for 
creating new state assisted two-year institutions (OSRHE, 1968a). Communities wishing 
to move their institutions from a municipal or branch campus status to an independent 
state recognized institution first had to file a petition with the OSRHE proposing the 
creation of the new institution (Peterson, 1968). 
Once the OSRHE accepted the petition, the community funded an independent 
feasibility study. This study would address several criteria outlined in the Handbook for 
the Establishment and Operation of Community Junior Colleges in Oklahoma (OSRHE, 
1968a). One, the institution would not duplicate the offerings of established public and or 
private colleges or universities. Two, by the second year of operation, the institution had 
to yield a minimum enrollment of 500 students and, by the fifth year, a projected 
enrollment of 1,000. Three, the tax-paying community had to provide adequate financial 
support for the growth of the institution as evidence by the net assessed valuation of more 
than 75,000,000 dollars for the school district area (OHEC, 70 § 1414, 1969). Four, the 
local community had to provide a suitable location to build the institution or expand an 
existing institution. Five, the institution had to offer educational programs covering 
subjects in liberal arts and provide coursework designed for university transfer, 
vocational/technical training, and continuing adult education. In addition, the institution 
had to incorporate social and cultural programs into the general public offerings. Finally, 
the institution had to meet the accrediting standards of the regional accrediting agency 
within the first five years of operation (OSRHE, 1968a) 
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Approval of the feasibility study by the OSRHE put the request for a new 
institution to a vote of the tax-paying residents in the petitioning community. A favorable 
vote allowed the OSRHE to grant final approval of the independent institution. Even 
though the people worked hard to receive the right to develop and implement a new two-
year institution, the OSRHE would name and set the district boundaries for the new 
institution. Although these criteria supported the creation of new institutions, the 
underlining stipulation of "one or more cities, counties or school districts" combining 
efforts in the petition phases would need to be addressed before SOCJC could be eligible 
to petition for a new institution (OSRHE, 1968a). 
Early legislation initially assisted with the expansion of pre-existing municipal 
and junior colleges to state funded and state regulated institutions. In the coming years, 
this same legislation served as the basis of new legislation increasing the support for the 
creation of new institutions independent of municipal school districts. In January 1968, a 
new educational bill, introduced by Democratic Senator Bryce Baggett, formalized the 
procedures set forth by the ORSHE for the creation of new state and locally supported 
independent junior colleges ("Lawmaker offers," 1968). 
The bill stipulated that new institutions would be comprehensive 
junior/community colleges offering both academic and vocation/technical education 
programs ("Lawmaker offers," 1968). Following the provisions outlined by the OSRHE 
in 1967, the petitioning community would pay for a feasibility study and submit it for 
approval by the OSRHE. As for funding the facilities of the institution, the community 
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would provide all necessary land for the institution and provide no less than two percent 
of the required revenue for the construction and capital improvements of the institution 
("Lawmaker offers," 1968). Additional funding would come from state allocations of not 
more than four percent and federal matching monies would provide the rest ("Lawmaker 
offers," 1698). The governor, with senate consent, would appoint a seven-member 
provisional governing board of trustees ("Lawmaker offers," 1968). The responsibility of 
the provisional board was to create a detailed report of the costs associated with all 
aspects of the new institution. From land acquisition, capital improvements and 
operational budget, the board would essentially provide a master plan for the institution 
to the OSRHE for approval. 
Other significant educational legislation of 1968 provided for new sources of 
income for newly recognized institutions. In 1968, under O.S. 70 § 1410, communities 
where an established vocational/technical education offering institution resided could 
declare themselves as an area school district through an affirmative vote of the 
institution's Board of Trustees. Under this provision, the community could call for 
millage and levy votes to provide additional financial support for the institution (OSRHE, 
1968b). In addition, when declared an area school district, the comprehensive two-year 
school could receive vocational-technical federal funds ("5 junior colleges to get funds," 
1968). Through one initiative, two new funding options were available providing more 
financial support for the new institutions. 
During this period, economic and political leaders in the southwest Oklahoma 
City area referred to as Capitol Hill began to take steps to develop and implement a two-
year institution in the area. Discussion to establish a two-year institution in the area was 
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not new. For several years, discussion among the members of the Capitol Hill Chamber 
of Commerce, as well as local politicians, debated the rationale for an institution in their 
community (A. Snipes, personal communication October 28, 2005). The economic 
leaders and Chamber members believed an institution would support or enhance the local 
economy (R. Moser, personal communication, October 28, 2005). Politicians seemed to 
bring up the idea of the institution more often during re-election years, but all agreed the 
institution would benefit the community for years to come (W. Weldon, personal 
communication, October 21, 2005). 
One thing was different this time; legislation was in place to support the 
initiatives of the community to establish a new two-year institution in the area. 
Residents, politicians and economic leaders in the Capitol Hill area focused their energies 
to bring a two-year comprehensive institution to southwest Oklahoma City. A group of 
local Democratic State House representatives, L.H. Bengston, Jr., John Miskelly, and 
E.W. Smith, and area public secondary school officials including the Oklahoma City 
Public School's Superintendent, Dr. Bill Lillard, met to discuss the educational needs of 
the southwest Oklahoma City community (Gaines, nd). The meeting was also to discuss 
the possibility of a new institution in the Capitol Hill district. Citing the creation and 
community support for the creation of other institutions in the state such as Tulsa Junior 
College and Oscar Rose Junior College in Midwest City ("Community junior colleges 
OK'd," 1968) as well as legislative support, the group agreed it was reasonable to 
proceed with establishing a new two-year institution in the area (Gaines, nd). What they 
could not agree upon was the location for the institution, the timeline to complete the 
buildings, or if the area could provide a sufficient student population for the new 
institution (Gaines, nd). 
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Municipal facilities in the Capitol Hill district were not available and the group 
could not agree upon a suitable location to build the facilities. Rep. Bengston believed 
constructing adequate educational facilities would take five to seven years (Gaines, nd). 
In addition, some legislators believed the surrounding area had a low percentage of 
college going students and could not support a new institution according to the OSRHE 
criteria. In previous higher education reports, statistics indicated less than half of the 
Oklahoma City public school graduates continued their education at post-secondary 
institutions ("Feasibility studied," 1972). The legislators believed for the school to start 
on solid footing and, therefore, guarantee financial support, the doors would have to open 
to a first year student enrollment of at least 600 to meet estimated expenditures (Gaines, 
nd). In addition, other state representatives questioned the likelihood a new institution 
was necessary because Oklahoma City University and Central State College were already 
providing educational access and options to the Oklahoma City area. 
Following this meeting, Rep. Bengston introduced a resolution in the Oklahoma 
House asking the OSRHE to conduct a feasibility study of the educational needs of the 
greater Oklahoma City area funded by the OSRHE, not the community ("Community 
effort pays," 1972). Favorable conclusions of the study would determine the role new 
two-year institutions would play in the OSRHE design for Oklahoma's changing 
educational system. As per legislation passed in 1967 and 1968, only cities or a 
combination of cities, towns, or counties could form alliances to make a feasibility study 
request. In addition, the requesting body was to fund the study. Neither of these 
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requirements pertained to this request. This method of completing the feasibility study 
was to be one of many unconventional steps taken in the development and 
implementation of SOCJC (see Appendix B of first and second Feasibility Study Results 
as well as maps illustrating area for study). 
In accordance with OSRHE guidelines, a designated area of south Oklahoma City 
was marked off as a temporary district for the proposed study. The study area included all 
properties south of the North Canadian River to Southwest 82nd Street (the Oklahoma 
City Public School system boundaries) to Meridian Avenue to 1-35, with the addition of 
properties east of South Bryant Avenue from 36th Street to 82nd Street (OSRHE, 1968d) 
(see Appendix B for map). Using the 1960s census results, the OSRHE estimated this 
area housed approximately 100,000 people. This was a sufficient number from which to 
draw a student population and a supporting tax base. The study also found the area to 
have a projected high school graduating population of 1500 with an additional 1300 from 
adjacent communities (OSRHE, 1968d). These adjacent communities were within a 
reasonable, commuting distance of the proposed institution and considered reasonable to 
the study. Moreover, the study surveyed local high school counselors and found that the 
low community per capita income was a major reason more students from the area did 
not attend college ("Feasibility studied," 1972). It was the belief of the committee, a 
junior college and the low tuition rate would increase the college-going rate for the 
district. The study was completed and the results presented in December 1968. Findings 
of the study were favorable for the creation of the institution in the Capitol Hill district. 
Wasting no time, Rep. Bengston introduced new legislation in January 1969, to 
amend the first step in the establishing process. In the original legislation, only cities or a 
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combination of cites, towns, or counties were eligible to make a request for a new 
institution. Rep. Bengston proposed the option for districts within large municipalities the 
opportunity to make a request to establish an institution ("Junior college bill advances," 
1969). Supported by additional legislation in the House under HB 1156, the new 
legislation passed and Governor Dewy Bartlett signed it into law ("Junior college bill 
advances," 1969). With the new legislation passed, the Capitol Hill community moved 
forward in their quest to develop and implement SOCJC. 
Building on the momentum of the favorable feasibility study and the passage of 
new legislation changing the criteria requirements, in March of 1969, the Capitol Hill 
Chamber of Commerce initiated a petition drive. The petition was a formal request for a 
feasibility study of Oklahoma City's southwest district. Initial funding for the petition 
drive was through a loan from the local Southwestern Bank and Trust for $2,500 signed 
for by members of the Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce (D. Hunt, personal 
communication, November 7, 2005). 
In addition to the Capitol Hill Chamber involvement, the OSRHE and Oklahoma 
City Chamber of Commerce lent support to the initiative. W.T. Payne, a member of the 
OSRHE with Leland Gourley of the Oklahoma City Chamber, provided encouragement 
and support as the Petition Committee made plans to move forward (Childress, 1969a). 
For the petition to be valid and accepted, the petition had to contain at least five percent 
of the names of a district's voting population ("Junior college given push," 1969). In this 
case, that number would be approximately 2,500 signatures. With a feasibility already 
completed and the results favorable, this petition drive would formalize the request 
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process and provide for a second study in the area. The petition drive was mid-March to 
June 7, 1969 (D. Hunt, personal communication, November 7, 2005). 
When it seemed the goal of2,500 signatures was attainable and the likelihood of 
an election in sight, the committee hit a new unforeseen obstacle. On May 22, 1969, the 
OSRHE announced they would not authorize any new two-year institutions until their 
office completed a larger statewide study of Oklahoma's educational needs ("Petition 
drive starts," 1972). Although undoubtedly discouraged by this news, the Petition 
Committee Chairman, David Hunt, presented the completed petition containing 3,234 
signatures to the OSRHE June 17, 1969 ("Commerce Comments," 1969). They did not 
formally recognize or accept the petition at the time (Gaines, nd). 
It is not clear whether the OSRHE intended to establish the institution from the 
beginning or the sheer determination of the Oklahoma City political community changed 
their minds. At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Oklahoma City Chamber of 
Commerce in August 1969, the chancellor for the Dallas County Junior College District 
urged local leaders to seriously pursue the formation of a two-year comprehensive 
institution in the Oklahoma City area (Lantz, 1969). 
In October 1969, Democratic legislators representing south and southwest 
Oklahoma City signed a letter of support asking the OSRHE to reconsider their actions, 
approve the OSRHE for the district, and call an election ("Beacon Comments," 1969). In 
addition, the Oklahoma County House Democrat delegation, led by Representatives 
Marvin York, Kenneth Nance, and John Miskelley, solicited support from the speaker of 
the house by negotiating a tacit arrangement to provide advance notice of the delegation's 
intentions prior to a vote on the floor ("Beacon Comments," 1969). In return, the speaker 
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openly supported the group's efforts before the OSRHE helping to present a united front 
within the state's political comm.unity. 
On November 12, 1969, the OSRHE officially recognized the petition, submitted 
in June ("Junior college vote ordered," 1969). The petition initiated a new feasibility 
study that concluded on November 25, 1969 with similar favorable results of the previous 
study (see Appendix B for second feasibility results). The OSRHE determined the south 
Oklahoma City area met the established requirements for a junior college district. On that 
12th day of November, E.T. Dunlap, chancellor for the OSRHE, filed the petition for the 
election ("Comm.unity effort pays," 1972). According to the filing, the election area 
would include properties within an area bounded from a point where the North Canadian 
River crossed 1-35, south on 1-35 to Southeast 36th then east to South Bryant, south to the 
Cleveland County line and back west to the Canadian County line, and north until the 
county line intersects with the North Canadian River (OSRHE, 1968d) (see Appendix B 
for map). 
After the success of the petition drive, David Hunt, chair of the Capitol Hill 
Chamber of Commerce Comm.unity Junior College Committee, met with Leland 
Gourley, representing the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce education committee, 
to plan for the upcoming election (Gaines, nd). The plan turned into a publicity 
campaign. The "Get Out the Vote" campaign included radio and television spots, 
newspaper ads leaflets, and telephone drives (Gaines, nd). As the election date drew 
closer, the campaign committee's publicity efforts increased. Members of the legislature, 
local businessmen, and general supporters of the institution met with civic groups, held 
town hall meetings at local high schools, and organized an intense telephone promotion 
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for the upcoming election (Gaines, nd). A large part of the campaign dealt with ensuring 
the local residents that this was not an election to increase taxes but rather a vote to show 
support for the establishment of a new institution in the area. December 16, 1969, after a 
full year's effort by the Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce, local politicians and 
interested citizens, the people of southwest Oklahoma City, voted to support the new 
institution by a vote of 1,017 to 168 (Greiner, 1969). 
Part II: 1970-1972 Funding, Facilities and Academics 
On January 27, 1970, a new two-year institution was created in southwest 
Oklahoma City (OSRHE, 1970a). In accordance with O.S. 70 § 4403 and the passage of 
Resolution No. 581, Section 2 of the Oklahoma Higher Education Code, the legislature 
created not South Oklahoma City Junior College, but Capitol Hill Junior College (see 
Appendix C for copy of resolution). On February 23, 1970, the Greater Capitol Hill 
Chamber of Commerce Executive Committee sent a resolution to the Oklahoma Board of 
OSRHE to request the name of the institution be changed to South Oklahoma City Junior 
College (Capitol Hill Chamber Report, 1970). The request for the name change supported 
initiatives in the Capitol Hill district to change the name of the chamber of commerce to 
South Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce ("Name and boundaries set," 1970). 
Members of the chamber, community and political arena believed the name change 
indicated a unified district (A. Snipes, personal communication, October 28, 2005). On 
March 24, 1970, the OSRHE approved the name change with the passage of the 
Oklahoma Higher Education Code, Resolution #588. With official approval granted by 
the OSRHE and the south Oklahoma City residents, the next step was seating the first 
governing board of the institution. Governor Dewey Bartlett formed the first governing 
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board March 31, 1970 (OSRHE, 1970b). The first members of the board were seated the 
next month. 
Local businessmen, civic boosters, and prominent Capitol Hill Chamber of 
Commerce members were among the first members of the Board of Trustees. According 
to OSRHE guidelines and established educational legislation, appointing institutional 
governing boards was the duty of the governor (OSRHE, 1968a). The four first appointed 
trustee seats were set with staggered term limits (OSRHE, 1970a). Reappointment to the 
Board of Trustees after the initial appointment was initially through election and then re-
election. 
On April 2, 1970, Governor Bartlett appointed the first four members and 
assigned term limits to each appointment ("Junior college board formed," 1970). The first 
appointment was Al Snipes, local insurance provider and prominent Republican official, 
to a term of four years. The second appointment was, Carlton V. Myrho, self-employed 
former treasurer of McGee Corp. to a term of three years. The third appointment was 
Leon C. Nance, former principal of John Adams Public School, to a term of two years, 
and lastly Jim Lookabaugh, civic volunteer and former football coach with Oklahoma 
State University for a one-year term. Once seated, the new four-member board set the 
remaining three seats on the board of trustees. With the appointments of Wesley Weldon, 
manager of the Capitol Hill John A. Brown department store; Jack Turner, Turner 
Brothers Trucking Company; and Robert Moser, President of Southwestern Bank and 
Trust, the board was complete. Governor Bartlett swore in this first Board of Trustees of 
SOCJC April 22, 1970 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970a), a full two years before the doors 
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of the new junior college would open ( see Appendix D for picture of first SOCJC Board 
of Trustees). 
The new board of trustees wasted no time attending to tasks establishing the new 
institution and addressing pressing funding issues. Al Snipes donated the use of his 
business office space at 3512 South Western Avenue as the temporary administrative 
offices of the new institution (A. Snipes, personal communication, October 18, 2005). 
From here, the new board began the first order of business, to organize the board. To 
assist with the general clerical duties of the board, Carlton Myrho, board chair, began 
developing the qualifications of the institution's president, interviewing temporary office 
help, and locating a building site for the college (Gaines, nd). To afford the temporary 
help as well as proceed with general planning tasks for the institution, securing funding 
was a primary task. Under legislation passed in January 1970, the junior college school 
district was not eligible for state funds to assist with the initial start up costs of the 
institution ("Junior college funds sought," 1970). Under the January legislation, the state 
would allocate a sum equal to the per capita cost of the previous year's student 
enrollment ("Junior college funds new bill," 1970). With no enrollment, building, or staff 
the previous year, the new junior college would not receive funding assistance from the 
state for the first year of operation. 
The board would look to other means to secure funding using previously passed 
educational legislation as support. On May 7, 1970, the SOCJC board of trustees met in 
regular session and voted unanimously to pass a resolution declaring the college district 
as an area technical school district (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970b). The resolution 
provided an avenue for the board to secure funding based on the processes for an area 
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technical school district's governing board to call for a vote of the people of the new 
technical college district to pass a two-mill planning and operational expense levy for the 
institution. The vote was initially set for May 26, but due to other bond election issues 
held in the same period, the date was set for June 23, 1970 ("Southside voters have say," 
1970). Passage of the levy could yield between $180,000 and $200,000 per year for 
general operating expenses (Bruce, 1970). 
Fifteen days prior to the millage vote, June 8, 1970, the board of trustees met in 
regular session, adopted an operational and planning budget for $25,000, and presented it 
to the OSRHE for authorization (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970c). The levy passed, 635 to 
198, giving the new institution its first source ofrevenue ("Next step; millage," 1970). 
This would be one of several levy votes requested for the new institution before the first 
building was complete. Meanwhile, Senator Lee Keels and Rep. Bengston were trying to 
secure a 160-acre tract ofland in the 7400 block near Southwest 74th Expressway for the 
institution's site (Young, 1971). Although the millage vote passed, the legislative bill 
authorizing the allocation of the land failed (Gaines, nd). The board members and 
politicians alike would continue to look for a suitable site to build the institution and 
legislation to assist with the process. 
With initial funding secured, the board moved on to the matter of hiring a 
president for the institution. The type of individual the board considered appropriate to 
lead the board and the institution fueled much debate. The president's role would consist 
of project manager, community liaison, and the professional leader of the Board of 
Trustees ("Junior college board formed," 1970). By the end of May 1970, the 
qualifications for the position were set and the position opened. Within a month, 48 
candidates had applied for the position ("48 men seek job," 1970). Of these, the 
committee selected 10 for interviews. 
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To conduct the first set of interviews, a committee assigned by the board 
consisting of chamber members, board members and local civic volunteers traveled 
across the country interviewing potential candidates in their hometowns and at their 
institutions ("48 men seek job," 1970). Once interviewed, the committee presented its 
findings in special board meetings. These meetings took place during the first weeks of 
August 1970 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970d). Three finalists from a field of 10 emerged: 
Dr. J.C. Nichols, of Weatherford, Texas; Dr. J. Bruce Wilson of Jacksonville, Florida and 
Dr. Lewis Eubanks of Midwest City, Oklahoma (Gaines, nd). The board met in regular 
session September 18, 1970(e) to discuss the three candidates and to select the top 
candidate. The board selected Dr. J. C. Nichols for the position and, September 24, 1970, 
he became the first president of SOCJC (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970f). 
President Nichols' official term was to begin November 11, 1970 (SOCJC Board 
Minutes, 1970g) but the new president began his tasks well in advance of that date. His 
first order was to address the constituents of the college's district at a local press 
conference just days after he accepted the presidency. The event began as a routine press 
conference, but turned into a town hall meeting. Not only did the community get its first 
taste of the new president, the president got his first taste of Oklahoma and his new 
community. The new president fielded questions covering subjects from his personal 
status to his professional experience. In addition to meeting the public, President Nichols 
assisted by Robert Moser, secured new office space at 5302 South Western Avenue on 
November 9, 1970 to accommodate the expanding staff (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970g). 
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President Nichols hoped to have his 18-month agenda in place by January 1971. 
The agenda was a laundry list of "to-do" items for the new president to accomplish to 
meet the anticipated opening date of fall 1972 for the new institution. At the top of the 
list was the need to select an architect, prepare for a board member election, and acquire 
a permanent site on which to build the institution (see Appendix E for Nichols' agenda). 
At the December 14, 1970(h) regular meeting of the board, President Nichols and 
Jim Lookabaugh, board member and Chairman of the Site Committee, reported they 
might have a possible site for the institution. Approximately 144 acres at the comer of the 
intersection of Southwest 74th Street and South May Avenue held promise. The site was 
easily accessible to commuting traffic, there was sufficient land available for expansion 
as needed, and the land was owned by the School Land Commission. Further 
investigation of the site, as well as waiting for the start of the legislative session, tabled 
the issue for a short time (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1970h). 
In the meantime, several architectural firms interviewed for the privilege of 
building the new institution. On February 8, 1971, Jones, Hester, Bates and Rieck 
received the bid to build the new institution (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971a). Previous 
building projects in the Capitol Hill district gave this firm an edge with the board. The 
South Community Hospital and the South Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce, 
formerly Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce, buildings were among their projects 
completed (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971a). 
The firm wasted no time and, before the end of the fiscal year, building plans and 
model renderings would be complete. The original and final first phase design for the 
new institution consisted of a "low-profile" main building halfway underground and 
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supported by earthen berms ("Local architect selected," 1971 ). This non-building was the 
most versatile option from which to build and expand as the institution grew and changed 
(see Appendix F for building illustration). It provided a large enough space to begin 
classes as well as a foundation from which to grow. 
To ensure the firm would have a space on which to build, the board, in executive 
session on February 22, 1971, approved a resolution and sent it to the commissioners of 
the land office. The resolution requested the Trustees of South Oklahoma City Junior 
College to have the opportunity to purchase a permanent easement for the 144 acres at 
the comers of Southwest 74th Street and South May Avenue (SOCJC Executive Session 
Board Minutes, 1971). The Oklahoma State Attorney General's office was still undecided 
regarding the legality of a permanent easement by the regular meeting of the board on 
March 8, 1971 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971 b ). Meanwhile, the president and board 
were anticipating the first election of a board member with political attention focused on 
the institution and its president. 
By March 29, 1971, the state's attorney general had ruled favorably for the lease 
agreement. At a luncheon meeting of the South Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce, 
Governor David Hall announced the granting of a permanent easement to South 
Oklahoma City Junior College at the comer of southwest 74th and South May for 
approximately 140 acres (Gaines, nd). The governor stated the institution would lease the 
land for the sum of $5,000 per year (Young, 1971). This parcel was a highly prized piece 
of land in the Oklahoma City area. At the time of the new leasing announcement, leasing 
of the land was for agricultural purposes for $1,500 per year. A local horse-riding club 
used the land to corral horses and ride through the open fields (W. Weldon, personal 
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communication, October 29, 2005). At the announcement, the governor highlighted key 
individuals who played a role in securing the land. One such individual was Senator Lee 
Keels, House Democrat and Capitol Hill resident. 
Leasing of the land was not a politically popular decision and the majority of the 
Oklahoma Senate openly disagreed with the decision (Parr, 1971). The Senate requested 
the State Land Commission to rescind the lease offer in a non-binding resolution. On 
April 13, 1971, the resolution passed by a vote of 27-11 (Gaines, nd). The resolution was 
not legally valid but served as an expression of the Senate's disproval of the leasing (Parr, 
1971). The land deal remained in place and the Senate's disapproval went on public 
record. On April 12, 1971(c), anticipating acquisition of the land, the board approved an 
election for a second millage vote to take place May 11, 1971. An affirmative vote would 
increase the operational millage from two mills to five mills (SOCJC Board Minutes, 
1971d). The increased millage needed to be on the tax rolls prior to the close of the fiscal 
year of June 30, 1971 to be counted for the 1971-1972 fiscal year to ensure the college 
would open on time in the fall of 1972 ("Another millage vote," 1971). The levy passed 
448-120 ("Junior college levy," 1971). The new five-mill levy will provide 
approximately $465,000 a year for school operating expenses ("Junior college levy," 
1971). 
The outcome of the regular meeting of the board on May 10, 1971 (d) brought 
many changes to SOCJC. First, the increased millage vote was likely to pass and the 
board was ready to proceed with the first building phase of the new institution. Second, 
President Nichols was actively pursuing the Moore Public School District to consider the 
possibility of annexation into the SOCJC's area school district (SOCJC Board Minutes, 
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1970d). The added school district would increase the revenue from which the mill would 
draw and provide additional monies for operational expenses. Further discussion would 
take place between the two boards once Moore's board investigated all possible aspects 
of the annexation (Gaines, nd). Finally, President Nichols announced he would not 
continue employment with SOCJC effective June 30, 1971 (SOCJC board minutes, 
1970d). 
The announcement of the resignation of Dr. Nichols a mere six months after he 
took office raised several questions among the board, community, and OSRHE. Nichols 
stated he was stepping down for personal reasons but many, including his colleagues, felt 
it was the political pressures associated with the position and the district (A. Snipes, 
personal communication, October 18, 2005). During the previous six months, he faced 
political opposition acquiring a building site as well as during the final land acquisition 
process, a board seat election, and a millage vote ("J. C. Nichols resigns," 1972). In 
addition, he faced Democratic senators authoring a new legislative bill seeking the 
removal of the SOCJC's board. 
Democrat Rep. Kenneth Nance, one of the institution's earliest proponents, 
authored the bill to remove the SOCJC board. The bill called for the removal of the board 
and the appointment of a new board by now Governor David Hall (Boone, 1971 ). In 
addition to seating a new board, the legislation provided for the appointment of the 
members at the end of each term instead of an election process (Boone, 1971). It was 
little secret the bill aimed to remove Trustee Al Snipes, a prominent Republican activist, 
from the institution's board (A. Snipes, personal communication, October 29, 2005). 
With the uncertainty of the board's status, some believe, Nichols chose to remove himself 
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from the political battlefield and seek employment in a less hostile environment (A. 
Snipes, personal communication, October 29, 2005). On June 30, 1971, Dr. J.C. Nichols 
officially resigned as the first president of SOCJC. His next professional position was 
Vice President of Pan American University in Edinburg, Texas ("J.C. Nichols resigns," 
1971). 
Although the institution was without a president, the progress of the institution 
continued in anticipation of a fall 1972 opening date. Architectural designs were 
completed and approved, additional funding secured and budgeted, and the search for a 
new president underway. The board and the community did not have to look far to find 
the next leader of SOCJC. 
A new search was not conducted to fill the vacant leadership position. Board 
members, with guidance from the OSRHE, looked locally for the next president. He 
would have experience, not only dealing with Oklahoma higher education issues from his 
previous position with the OSRHE, but with Oklahoma politics as well from his 
experience with campaigning (J. Cleek, personal communication, November 7, 2005). 
On July 12, 1971, the Presidential Search Committee recommended Dr. John Cleek to be 
the new president of the college (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971e). The decision was not 
unanimous. Al Snipes, trustee, who did not believe the board made the right decision 
hiring Dr. Cleek, was noticeably absent from the board at the time of the announcement 
(A. Snipes, personal communication, October 28, 2005). 
Although his first day of business was September 1, 1971, Cleek addressed the 
board for the first time as the new president August 3, 1971 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 
1971f). The new president wasted no time moving on with plans to open the college. At 
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his first board meeting in August 1971, President Cleek presented his projected schedule 
for completion of the Master Plan by January of 1972, his selection for three new 
administrators and a copy of the OSRHE's report, Oklahoma Higher Education-Plan for 
the 70s. Previous work by the board and President Nichol afforded the new president 
with some direction and a foundation from which to launch his term. 
After reviewing work already completed in the initial planning of the facilities, 
Cleek moved forward with the proposed method and design of the first building for the 
institution. At the board's regular meeting, September 7, 1971, Bob Reick, representative 
for Jones, Hester, Bates and Reick Architects, presented a scale model of a half-
underground concrete structure (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971g). The model detailed the 
system of pre-cast concrete exterior and interior walls with a central sky light. By using 
pre-cast materials, the architects could design the interior columns, beams, structural 
floor roof and wall panels at the plant site nd store them until needed at the building site 
("Fast track requires pre-cast," 1971). The fall 1972 opening deadline necessitated this 
method of construction (see Appendix F for building illustration). 
The pre-fabricated materials provided additional options for the size and 
dimensions of the new institution to adjust for changes as the master facilities plan 
evolved over the next year (J. Cleek, personal communication, November 7, 2005). Reick 
explained to the board the need to build a permanent building, and not temporary 
buildings, to establish the institution as a permanent fixture in the community (SOCJC 
Board Minutes, 1971g). The first building in phase one contained approximately 64,000 
square feet of open unobstructed space (J. Cleek, personal communication, November 7, 
2005). The open concept of the educational space was not only a physical attribute, but 
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also a tribute to the open concept of all components of the new institution. The building 
design would allow additional construction projects without interrupting the flow of the 
academic year (Jones, 1971). Modular partitions designated the interior office space, 
classroom space and educational labs. The only permanent interior design walls covered 
the bathroom areas (see Appendix G for map of interior). The panels would allow the 
institution to adjust classroom size, office needs and lab space as the institution's 
enrollment grew (Jones, 1971 ). The estimated costs associated with building and 
furnishing the first main building was $750,000. 
After presenting the design and method of construction for the institution and 
proposing a tentative budget, he unveiled his first three administrative appointments to 
the new administration of the college. Al Taylor, former director of the data processing 
department at Oklahoma College of Liberal Arts, Chickasha, assumed the helm of 
administrative affairs. David Blackman, former director of radio and television services 
at the University of Alabama, became the director of communications and, finally, Glen 
Howard, former director of development at Oklahoma City Southwestern College, 
accepted the role of coordinator of federal programs (Gaines, nd). These first 
administrators of the institution would double as members of the institution's faculty. 
All information presented at the September meeting focused on moving forward. 
Besides accepting the architectural design and appointing three new personnel, Cleek 
presented his plan for the college and explained how it would fit into the grand scheme of 
Oklahoma's future educational system (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971g). He based the 
rationale for support of his initiatives on the OSRHE recently produced report, Oklahoma 
Higher Education-Plan for the 70s. Among items outlined in the report, highlights 
include providing general oversight of the state's educational system including 
junior/community colleges for the accrediting, funding, and academic focus of the 
institutions to the OSRHE (OSRHE, 1971g). Clearly, the new president had vision and 
the means to accomplish the task of opening the institution on time. 
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A tight timetable forced the new president to secure all required construction 
funding for the new institution at once. Previously passed millage votes did not provide 
adequate monies to cover the express building of the new institution and the fall 1972 
opening was one short year away. The board called a $5.25 million bond election for 
October 26, 1971 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1971g). Although this bond would place the 
total construction cost on one bond election, the board could sell the bonds as needed to 
fund each system contract. This method of contract awards allowed the construction to 
begin before all drawings and specifications were finished. This day-to-day construction 
format initiated the hiring of general contractors or construction managers to serve as 
board oversight on location during construction (Dryden, 1971a) 
With building plans underway and a pending bond vote set, Cleek began 
assembling his academic plan coordinators and holding community informational 
conferences (Gaines, nd). Cleek recommended the board form an Academic Affairs Task 
Force to begin developing the institution's academic plan. Appointed to the task force 
were Drs. Bruce Owen, Charlice King, Bill Neptune and David Larrimore (SOCJC Board 
Minutes, 1971g). Each member served as an academic consultant for a period no longer 
than 90 days to assist with the development of academic programs and the instructional 
format of the college. The goal of the task force was to produce an academic plan that 
was both progressive and functional. It would meet the needs of the students by preparing 
them for the future. Special consultant to the task force was Dr. B. Lamar Johnson of 
California ("Community effort pays," 1972). Additionally, Cleek, authorized by the 
board, submitted the college's application for membership in the North Central 
Association of College and Secondary Schools (Gaines, nd). 
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On September 27, 1971, Cleek hosted the institution's first community forum 
("South city college conference," 1972). A large and varied group of community 
members attended the conference to learn more about the institution and its employees. 
Dr. E.T. Dunlap, Chancellor of the OSRHE, Dr. Al Phillips, President of the newly 
opened Tulsa Junior College, and Oklahoma City Mayor Patience Latting also attended 
("South city college conference," 1972). Attendees looked over the scale model of the 
institution, asked questions about the types of courses and programs offered by the 
institution, and provided their input into what they perceived should be in the college 
(Gaines, nd). President Cleek also used this conference to lobby the community for their 
support in the upcoming bond election ("South city college conference," 1972). 
President Cleek was anticipating the bond issue to pass. He was so sure the 
community would support the new institution by an affirmative vote that he organized a 
groundbreaking ceremony. The ceremony was a, "BYOS- Bring Your Own Shovel" 
event ("College planning groundbreaking," 1971). This would be no ordinary ground 
breaking (see Appendix H for groundbreaking picture). With the bond election slated for 
October 26, 1971, President Cleek held the groundbreaking ceremony on October 24, 
1971, two days prior to the bond election ("College groundbreaking," 1971). The vote 
was 951-424 in favor (Dryden, 1971 b ). Less than a month after approval of the bond, the 
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board sold the first $1 million of general obligation bonds to begin construction ("Junior 
college proposal approved," 1971). On January 13, 1972, construction began. 
With construction underway, attention focused on completing the academic plan 
and hiring staff. By January 1972, the academic task force completed the initial 90 day 
consultant period. Dr. Bruce Owen, original task force member moved from part-time 
academic consultant to full time dean of applied humanities and chief academic officer 
for the college ("Junior college adding," 1972). Along with Dr. Owen, the board filled 
several other administrative positions and established the first level of the organization 
chart (Gaines, nd). 
Mr. Gary Lombard, the first admissions counselor and Dr. Gordon Kilpatrick, 
coordinator educational specifications and instructional research, joined the institution in 
early January ("Junior college adding," 1972). The college needed to move into new 
offices to accommodate the expanding staff and in anticipation of more staff. At the 
January board meeting, the members voted to move the temporary offices to the 
Cheatham Manufacturing Company facility at Southwest 29th Street and South May 
A venue. The college took up residence in the abandoned manufacturing warehouse at the 
end of January 1972 ("College offices to be moved," 1972). Here Dr. Owen and his task 
force group added the final touches to the academic plan. The president and board began 
appointing additional administrative staff and hiring faculty to begin developing the 
instructional format and program curriculum (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1972a). 
Dr. Owen and the Board of Trustees submitted the completed academic plan to 
the OSRHE in February 1972. The plan, A Common Sense Approach to Education, was a 
comprehensive education plan for the institution and the future of the institution. The 
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plan outlined the educational format or mission of the institution as well as provided the 
rationale behind the new unique educational concepts (see Appendix I for complete plan). 
In addition to explaining the educational philosophy of the new institution, the plan 
provided the first mission statement, admissions criteria, academic calendar format, and 
enrollment projections (Owen, 1972). 
The concepts highlighted in the plan were unique to Oklahoma education. The 
college developed a total environment dedicated to learning and open to all who desired 
to learn (Owen, 1972). Its mission statement encompassed all aspects of education to 
include traditional educational offerings, technical and occupational career programs, 
social outreach programs, cultural offerings, and remediation assistance (Owen, 1972). 
No admission criteria were established. The criteria consisted of any student, high school 
graduate or non-graduate, district resident or non-district resident, transfer in good 
academic standing or not, in state or out of state with one common denominator: a desire 
to learn (Owen, 1972). All students were eligible for admission into the college. To 
accommodate the various aptitudes of the students, they completed an American College 
Testing Program assessment test for placement. Placement into the appropriate level of 
instruction for the chosen program of study provided an advantage to the student and 
helped the student to complete the program of study successfully (Owen, 1972). 
The open concept of the college extended beyond walls and into all aspects of the 
college. The campus was an open space concept with non-designated classroom space or 
offices. Classrooms, labs, and offices consisted of table and chairs surrounded by shag 
carpeted portable panels. The panels adjusted the size of the classroom space to 
accommodate the size and needs of the curriculum and students. The college used a 
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building grid system to identify space usage (see appendix G for example of space 
usage). Classrooms and office spaces could move and a new designation quickly 
assigned providing for the efficient use of all available floor space ("SOKC junior college 
to grow," 1972). Students accessed the college and parking areas off an external circle 
drive encompassing the entire college building site. Three entrances, one from southwest 
7 4th and two off South May A venue provided access to the circle drive. The circle drive 
routed traffic around campus not through the campus. 
The college would have 10-entry points, a new start every five weeks during the 
academic calendar to give students the option of starting when they wanted and not when 
it was convenient for the college ("Community effort pays," 1972). To serve the students 
and their educational needs, the college offered all students personalized, self-paced 
instruction. Students moved through a system of curriculum of their chosen field of study 
as they mastered the concepts of each level of the program (S. Kamm, personal 
communication November 7, 2005). Instructors assisted the students through each level 
and promoted the student to the next level once they felt the student understood the 
concepts ("Ten-year interviews," 1982). In addition, the plan outlined an accountability 
policy of the college to the community. The policy provided for the input of the local 
community on all matters of the institution and called for an external audit of the 
educational programs by an outside agency conducted annually (Owen, 1972). All 
findings were open for review by the public and official reports forwarded to the 
OSRHE, legislative leaders and the Governor of Oklahoma. 
The most notable and most controversial concept of the educational plan was the 
non-punitive grading format. The educational philosophy hinged on the ability of the 
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students to achieve their desired goal. A letter on a transcript did not measure student 
success. Students did not receive a failing grade if they did not successfully complete the 
program objective by the end of the five-week period ("Students advance at own pace," 
1972). Instead of an "A" or "B," a student received an "M" for mastery. The student 
would take the course until they "mastered" it. The idea behind the educational concept 
of "mastery" of educational objectives was to provide the student with a positive learning 
experience and foster a community of learners (Owen, 1972). If a student failed a course, 
the course was not recorded to the student's record (A. Taylor, personal communication, 
October 2, 2005). The student would then work with the instructor to complete the course 
to the instructor's satisfaction. Only passing academic credit appeared on the student's 
record. The instructor determined when the student had "mastered" the course and the 
content of the course (S. Kamm, personal communication, November 7, 2004). This 
grading policy gave the student the accountability for his/her educational goals and 
objectives (Owen, 1972). 
Class periods were non-traditional as well. Semesters did not exist; instead, the 
year was divided into 10 five-week "mini-mesters" (Owen, 1972). The student could 
enter anytime during those periods. With the individual pace of the curriculum, students 
met in a formal classroom setting less often. The student's goal may be to receive training 
to obtain a job, build on an existing college curriculum to transfer to a university to 
complete a bachelor program, or learn something new through the continuing education 
program. Whatever the goal, the college intended to assist the student to reach it. Like 
many concepts of the new college, the educational plan was non-traditional but 
reasonable. The OSRHE approved the academic plan at its regular February board 
meeting (OSRHE Board Minutes, 1972). 
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The new college would offer six areas of education programs referred to as career 
clusters ("Community effort pays," 1972): Media and Arts, Public Safety, Public Service, 
Business and Management, Health Occupations, and Engineering (Owen, 1972). 
Throughout the spring of 1972 and into the summer months, the administrators began 
assembling instruction and curriculum development personnel. These personnel were the 
faculty and staff of the new institution. To use the resources of the institution in the most 
efficient manner, all personnel, administrative, support staff and faculty provided 
instruction (Owen, 1972). 
To break the mold of traditional higher education instructional staffs, the 
administration of the new college looked to bring in individuals willing to teach in the 
new format. Individuals interested in working at the college would first complete an 
employment application and include in the application three personal learning objectives 
of their field of instruction ("Ten-year interview," 1982). These three objectives became 
the educational outcome or outcome objectives of the course taught in that subject ("Ten-
year interview," 1972). The goal was to build a faculty with complete buy-in for the 
instructional format and educational goal of the student. Over 500 from across the 
country applied for the opportunity to work at the new college. Board members, 
community representatives, and administrative staff served on the selection committees 
and conducted the interviews. The process moved quickly and the first faculty was on 
staff by March with the hiring of Mrs. Lynn K. Bales, Health Related Career Programs 
coordinator and curriculum developer ("College seeking change," 1972). 
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With construction moving forward and the academic plan approved, the college's 
administration focused on the infrastructure of the institution ( see Appendix J for 
organizational chart). Building community support, admitting students, developing the 
core curriculum offering, and training faculty and staff highlighted the next few months 
of preparation for the new college (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1972a). On March 23, 1972, 
SOCJC hosted a community informational conference at Grant High School ("South city 
college plans conference," 1972). Over 150 interested students, parents, and residents 
attended the town hall meeting style conference. The purpose was threefold. First, the 
college wanted an opportunity to explain its educational programs. Two, the college 
wanted to give the district's students the opportunity to ask questions concerning the 
content and admission process and provide input on educational desires of the 
community. Third, the college wanted to begin the admissions process for students 
already interested in attending the new college ("Community of students involved," 
1972). The conference was very productive and the college planned to host similar 
meetings in the future (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1972b). 
All the efforts of the administrative staff, the community supporters and the 
legislature paid off when the first students were admitted. Without a building, a schedule 
of course offerings or a definite opening date, students managed to find their way to the 
college. The college released the first list of admitted students on April 18, 1972; 59 
students were on the list ("First list reported," 1972) (see appendix K for published list). 
In June 1972, SOCJC received final accreditation by the OSRHE, following the 
previously received accreditation by the North Central Association. With final 
accreditation granted, the final stages of faculty appointments moved ahead. By July 1, 
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1972, SOCJC employed 44 new faculty to go with the already established the 
administrative base (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1972c). The college employed Dr. Albert 
Canfield as a special consultant in curriculum development to provide guidance to the 
new faculty developing the curriculum (Gaines, nd). Dr. Canfield held a two-day 
workshop for all full time faculty the first week of July and based the workshop agenda 
on the independent study format prescribed by the college. To support the self-study 
format, the faculty would create a learning packet for each objective of the course (see 
Appendix I for sample of course module materials). Students would use these packets to 
move through the curriculum and master the concepts of the course. For the packets to be 
understood and useful, they needed to contain thorough definitions and clear concise 
information for the students to demonstrate their understanding of the content. Success of 
the student was the underlying factor as faculty created their curriculum ("Ten-year 
interview," 1972) 
With the faculty and staff in place and construction nearing completion, President 
Cleek and the community of the college received additional financial support for the 
institution's building plans. In July, SOCJC received a federal grant to help pay for the 
construction loan on the college's first building. The grant supported the $1.5 million 
bond and provided additional monies for construction costs ("College given federal 
grant," 1972). In addition, the grant provided the community with a much earned tax 
relief. In the previous two years, the residents of the southwest community voted to tax 
themselves to fund the institution. Receiving the grant lessened the financial burden on 
the district and provided much needed :funding for the completion of the institution. 
Through the Oklahoma summer, the faculty, staff, volunteers and construction 
crews worked to ready the institution for the first class of students. On August 1, 1972, 
the 65,000 square foot building was ready for occupation (SOCJC Board Minutes, 
1972d). The college met the deadline set over five years earlier when the first proposal 
for the institution was discussed among politicians, businessmen and residents of the 
southwest community. All that remained was carpeting the floors. 
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The SOCJC Board of Trustees conducted their first regular meeting in the new 
building on August 14, 1972 (SOCJC Board Minutes, 1972d). By August 16, the college 
moved the admission and registration process into the new building and all administrative 
services were operational. The college estimated it was processing approximately 60 
students per day and could possibly see a first semester enrollment of 1,200 students 
("Registration proceeding smoothly," 1972). Faculty were preparing packets and 
supplemental learning materials at a record pace to meet the class schedule of courses 
offered from 8am to 11pm every week day ("Registration proceeding smoothly," 1972). 
The faculty met for the first time in the new facilities on August 18, 1972 (Gaines, nd). 
In the regular board meeting on September 21, 1972 ( e ), President Cleek briefed 
the board on the progress of the college and his anticipated schedule of the first day of 
classes. First on the agenda was preparing for opening day to take place in just four days. 
Classrooms needed set up, desks assembled, and textbooks counted but most importantly, 
everyone needed to be ready to meet the students. 
The night before classes began all available faculty and staff were working to 
complete last minute tasks such as organizing classrooms, assembling furniture, and 
stocking the shelves with learning materials (J. Cleek, personal communication, October 
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25, 2005). To assist the students, the staff of SOCJC developed "survival handbooks" 
providing information to the students on how to maneuver through the new institution 
("Things smooth first day," 1972). The president and staff of the new institution looked at 
every possible barrier to the students' acclamation to the institution as well as to their 
educational goal and removed them. 
On Monday September 25, 1972, a college emerged from what was once an 
empty pasture. The year before, the only credit to the college was the name. There were 
no staff, no faculty, no building and no students. However, on this day, the pasture 
housed a remarkable building built in record time that was host to approximately 1,050 
students, the first class of SOCJC. 
Analysis 
Theoretical Frame 
Walcott (2001) describes content analysis as the "examination of data using 
systematic and standardized measures and procedures" (p.33). To illustrate the 
organizational design, the researcher used assumptions of Bolman and Deal's (2003) 
structural/bureaucratic frame. The structural frame emphasizes formal roles, defined 
relationships, and structures that fit the organizational environment and technology. This 
frame includes organizational issues such as a division oflabor, rules, policies, and 
procedures. The following is an analysis of the data illustrating the model of organization 
created. 
1. The organization "exist[s] to achieve established goals and objectives" (Bolman 
& Deal, 2003, p. 45). A structural view of organizations emphasizes that specific 
concrete, measurable goals must guide and inform any organization. The mission 
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statement in A Common Sense Approach to Education states," [a]s a community college 
that reflects the needs and aspirations of the community it serves, South Oklahoma City 
Junior College will be characterized by accessibility, comprehensiveness, flexibility, 
quality, and accountability'' (p. 3) (see Appendix I for complete plan). The early leaders 
of the institution demonstrated the common goal of the institution by not setting 
predetermined admission criteria, offering a variety of educational options and fields of 
study in an independently paced, non-punitive format, and allowing the community to be 
active stakeholders in the institution. 
2 & 3. The initial leaders of the institution established clearly defined divisions of labor 
as well as a hierarchy of authority to coordinate the efforts of the divisions. As evident by 
the organizational chart (see Appendix J), there was a formal chain of command with 
divisions clearly defined for the institution. A specialized division of labor eliminates 
duplication and waste and takes advantage of expertise. Roles are assigned where they 
will serve the institution best prior to and once the institution is established. Faculty 
created curriculum and teaching formats, newspapers publicized the institution to garner 
support from the community, and politicians used their influence to pass legislation to 
assist with funding and secured land on which to build the institution. The president 
served as the coordinator of activities as well as the formal authority of the institution. 
For each department to carryout their responsibilities successfully, internal chain 
of commanders located in each department had to be established. Each department head 
worked collaboratively with other department heads to build form and function of the 
infrastructure of the academics, student services, facilities, and administration. Among 
the academic divisions, continuity had to be established to meet the educational mission 
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of the institution. Student services had to coordinate their efforts to provide students with 
the necessary stability to help the admission, counseling and enrollment process. Physical 
space and operation of the institution had to be maintained and unobtrusive in order to 
provide a positive learning location for the students. Finally, all these elements relied on 
the administration to provide the support and guidance for all of these tasks to be 
accomplished. 
Although a leadership hierarchy was clearly defined on paper, a collaborative 
leadership style was instrumental in the implementation process. The right leaders located 
at the various levels of the hierarchical ladder made all the components come together in 
the right place and at the right time. Planning and leadership worked hand in hand for a 
successful outcome. 
4. It is assumed the collective goal is greater than the personal goal and rational 
decision making was a cornerstone of the institution's administration. Rationality implies 
decisions are made in a "conscious attempt to link means to ends, resources to objectives, 
and intentions to activities" (Birnbaum, 1988, p. 113). Efficiency of an institution is 
achieved and maintained through rational decision-making. Organizations work best 
when rational thought, and processes prevail, and when coordination and consultation 
between divisions take place. Rational processes led to the design of the institution's 
infrastructure developed to carry out the goals of the institution. Looking at the 
organizational plan in A Common Sense Approach to Education p. 24 (see appendix I), 
each aspect of the institution's form and function is addressed. Specific departments 
addressed the various components of the institution including academic divisions, 
personnel issues, community relations, and recruiting students to the new institution. 
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5. The new institution was not an extension of the traditional brick and mortar 
educational institutions, and building an institution in the traditional format would be 
laborious and time consuming. Additionally, the first building of the institution needed to 
be completed in a short amount of time to make a statement about the institution itself to 
let the community know it was progressive, comprehensive, and flexible. Drawing upon 
available construction technology, the institution was erected using a new design of pre-
cast building systems. This expedited building schedule allowed the institution to meet 
the prescribed fall 1972 opening deadline. The physical design of the institution did not 
mirror traditional high education facilities. Rather the institution was one building with 
an open interior floor plan and the majority of the facility underground. The interior of 
the institution was designed to change and accommodate the institution's needs as they 
changed over time (see Appendix G for interior layout). 
Additional technology came from emerging local area networking capabilities. 
These systems allowed the various departments the ability to communicate with one 
another to better serve the needs of the students and the institution's community. This 
new technology provided new formats from which data could be collected to ensure 
productivity and accountability of the institution. As part of the mission statement of the 
institution, accountability-fiscally, academically, and economically-was an underlying 
priority of the institution's leadership. Computerized systems provided the avenue from 
which this information could be authenticated. 
6. Organizational problems are technical in nature and trace back to inappropriate 
structures or misplaced personnel. The institution's initial organizational problems began 
and ended with the first president of the institution. It was a case, most likely, of having 
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the wrong person in the wrong seat on the bus. To accomplish institutional goals, the 
visible authority of the institution had to appeal to the constituents of the community, be 
knowledgeable about Oklahoma politics and the inter-workings of the OSRHE, and be 
driven to achieve the overarching goal of developing and implementing an original public 
two-year higher education institution. With the resignation of Nichols and the hiring of 
Cleek, the first institutional restructuring was successfully completed. 
As the institution developed and emerged from paper to form, the organizational 
hierarchy flexed and adapted as members left the institution and new members came on 
board. When the doors finally opened in fall 1972, the organizational structure that began 
as unconventional and communal emerged as a traditional structured hierarchical 
organization with clearly defined levels of leadership and functionality. The only 
remaining original format remaining was the academic offering. That too succumbed to 
the traditional educational format over time. 
According to Birnbaum (1988), public two-year institutions are more traditional 
or bureaucratic in their organizational design than private two-year institutions or even 
the four-year public institutions. Two-year institutions tend to be more hierarchically 
structured and their administration more rationally focused. In addition, the 
organizational structure tends to flatter with few steps separating the top administrative 
leadership positions from the middle, lower administrative and support levels (Birnbaum, 
1988). This allows for more communication and fosters a collaborative leadership 
environment. Using the structural/bureaucratic perspective or frame, organizations can be 
defined as finely tuned, goal-driven entities consisting of clearly defined parts that are 
designed to function together efficiently to realize a desired goal (Bolman & Deal, 2003). 
According to the data presented and the analysis provided, SOCJC demonstrated the 
required components of the structural frame. 
Research Questions 
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The researcher discovered four key components- legislation, funding, facilities, 
and academics-required to develop and implement the institution and address the research 
questions posed in this study. Underpinning these four components was the calculated 
planning of each component, the manner in which each was addressed during the process, 
and the collaborative leadership that evolved among the individuals credited with 
creating the institution. Information presented not only addresses the original research 
questions but also provides examples of the structural frame assumptions. 
The design of SOCJC was not as a municipal institution but rather a public two-
year institution and the last public two-year institution opened in Oklahoma. During the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, some new public two-year institutions in Oklahoma evolved 
from municipal institutions. Others developed as private institutions and yet others 
remained junior college campuses of the larger comprehensive institutions. Oklahoma 
legislation designed to enhance national educational legislation assisted the municipal 
institutions to become independent of their municipal origins. Because SOCJC was not 
affiliated with a local municipal district, early leaders were able to build a unique new 
public two-year institution that was to serve the whole community and provide traditional 
liberal studies curriculum, vocational/technical training, and community events 
Two key areas of the institution, facilities and academics, reflected the unique 
focus of the institution. To meet the opening deadline and to institute a new community 
based education offering, every concept of the institution's physical design was fast-
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tracked. Builders modified and reconfigured plans as funding and approval were 
received. Pre-cast walls and support beams rolled in daily as each section of the 64,000 
square foot open concept one-room schoolhouse evolved. The design of the master 
academic plan focused on progressive flexible academics to enhance and support a 
learner centered environment. This fresh, new, innovative teaching and learning model 
helped students increase learning skills by allowing them to work at their own pace. This 
academic system did more than set SOCJC apart from the rest; it isolated them from their 
peers in higher education. By bucking the traditional teacher/learner model system, they 
established SOCJC as an innovative, if not completely, unconventional institution of 
higher learning in Oklahoma. Not everyone on board with the institution at the time 
favored this unconventional academic format. Several board members openly disagreed 
with it and suggested the institution adopt a more traditional educational offering format 
(A. Snipes, personnel communication, October 18, 2005). Other institutions and 
members of the institution's community may not have taken them seriously if it had not 
been for the 10-year accreditation the college received in its first effort. 
Many individuals worked collaboratively to provide leadership and guidance 
during and throughout the development of the institution. Led by Rep. L.H. Bengston and 
supported by Representatives John Miskelly and E.W. Smith, the OSRHE conducted the 
first feasibility study to determine if an institution was 1) necessary, and 2) if the 
community could support an institution of higher education. Additional legislative 
support followed with Rep. Bengston and Senator Lee Keels presenting amendments 
providing for the establishment of a community college in the prescribed feasibility study 
area. In addition to the political support, local residents, civic leaders and businessmen 
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organized a grassroots effort to move forward with the development of the institution. 
Local newspapers provided daily progress updates to the community and helped.answer 
community questions, ease concerns and build support for the new institution. 
Work by David Hunt, Bill Koonce, Harold Stansberry, Marvin York, Ken Nance, 
and Leleand Gourley, secured public support for the new institution through a community 
petition drive. The members of the first Board of Trustees, (Carlton Myhro, Al Snipes, 
Jim Lookabaugh, Leon Nance, Robert Moser, Jack Turner, and Wesley Weldon) 
represented the Capitol Hill community and provided the initial leadership for the 
development and implementation of the new institution. In addition to the board 
members, leadership provided by both J.C. Nichols and John Cleek moved the institution 
from drawing board to actuality in record time. Academic leadership from Bruce Owen, 
supported by the faculty and as well as the infrastructure administration by Al Taylor and 
Gary Lombard and staff (see Appendix M for complete listing of original faculty and 
staff) put the concept of a learner-centered academic plan into action and provided 
students with support and services to facilitate the learning experience. 
The early leadership of the institution planned not only for the establishment of 
the institution but also for the future of the institution. Operational elements associated 
with design and construction of the facilities, administrative structure and academic plan 
illustrate the founding members' desire for the institution to evolve as necessitated by the 
community, which it served, and the changing educational environment. The people 
involved with the development and implementation of all aspects of the institution 
provided the catalyst for the creation of the institution. To secure legislative support and 
community support, and to develop the infrastructure and academic concepts, the 
founding members combined to form a cohesive progressive organization focused on a 
common goal. 
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The creation of the physical space of the institution provided for future building 
projects as the institution's student population grew. With no permanent walls defining 
the interior of the institution, space usage changed as dictated by the size of a class, the 
activities of the students, services provided to the students and the community and as the 
staff and student population grew. This flexible system of modular walls provided 
maximum use of the 64,000 square foot building. 
For the academic plan implementation, all faculty and staff of the new institution 
were involved. Specialized training was provided for the faculty to build course 
competencies and learning materials as well as how to assess the program competencies. 
All administrative and support staff were required to teach at least one course each 
semester. This was to build total collegiality as well as illustrate the importance of a 
cohesive community within the college. Curriculum issues discussed in a cross-
organizational town hall meeting format provided a venue for input from a variety of 
individuals. The operation of the academics fostered collaboration between faculty and 
students. The academic plan centered on competency-based instruction with built in 
assessment components. 
The founding members used formal and informal grassroots political activities to 
implement the institution. Representatives, mostly Democrats, penned legislation for the 
creation of the two-year institution. Other political leaders collaborated with fellow 
members of the House and Senate to secure support for the passage of key legislation. 
Community leaders hosted informational sessions at local PTA chapters and went door-
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to-door circulating a petition to illustrate the community's support for the institution. A 
collaborative effort was instrumental in the successful development and implementation 
of the institution. 
Summary 
Started at the height of the community college movement in the mid-to-late 60s, 
SOCJC has its roots in the people of the southwest Oklahoma City supported by key 
Oklahoma education legislation. The institution was one of hundreds created during this 
period in the United States, but its creation is unique to Oklahoma higher education. It is 
the last originally created public two-year institution in Oklahoma and the first to offer 
self-paced instruction. The college used a fast track method of building, accrediting, and 
staffing the institution to complete the college in record time and quiet the institution's 
detractors. Although its concept was unconventional, the planning process for the 
institution was practical and conventional. Today the institution is a symbol of the 
determination and success of what a few motivated individuals can accomplish when 
focused in the same direction. 
CHAPTER FIVE 





The purpose of this study was to provide a history of the development and 
implementation of SOCJC highlighting the individuals involved and the role they played 
in the process, and the political process used to establish the institution from 1967 to 
1972. Data were collected from historical documents consisting of SOCJC board meeting 
minutes, OSRHE board meeting minutes, newspaper articles, and institutional artifacts. 
Document analysis supported information provided through the pre-ethnography 
establishing a timeline of events. Additionally, personal interviews with past and present 
administrators, faculty and staff as well as community members and political 
representatives of the area were conducted to provide additional resource material, 
provide an opportunity to triangulate the data and add a rich and robust dimension to the 
research process. 
Findings documented the use of progressive legislative initiatives and 
unconventional funding options to implement the institution. Second, the community 
involvement with the development of the institution provided a strong leadership 
foundation for the new institution to grow. Third, the design of facilities provided 
flexibility to change as construction progressed, and used a new pre-cast system of walls 
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and support beruns to expedite construction of the faculties in a condensed period. The 
interior was an open concept floor plan defined by a modular panel system. However, the 
one component that truly set SOCJC apart from the rest of Oklahoma's two-year 
institutions was the master academic format. Developed by the institution's faculty as an 
independently paced instructional format with a non-punitive grade scale, the academic 
plan was uncommon to Oklahoma higher education as well as unfruniliar to the faculty 
and students of the institution. 
The researcher provided a brief analysis of SOCJC using the six-assumptions of 
the structural/bureaucratic frrune defined by Bolman & Deal (2003). The study's findings 
presented in chronological format allow the researcher to look at the data systematically 
and connect patterns or themes associated with the assumptions of the structural frame. 
Examples provided in the analysis illustrate SOCJC's achievement of large-scale tasks by 
systematically and rationally completing the steps of developing and implementing a 
public two-year institution in Oklahoma. Although the institution prides itself on being 
unique and progressive, the underlying elements of the institution are traditional and 
structured. 
Conclusions 
It is one conclusion of the researcher, had it not been for all of the various 
individuals-local educators, political representatives and community members- coming 
together, the institution may not have been established. In addition, had the legislature not 
provided the means to fund the institution or the guidelines for establishing a public two-
year institution, the process would not have progressed at the rate at which it did. All 
facets of the process had to come together at that particular moment in time for the 
institution to be completed successfully. Previous attempts to establish a two-year 
institution were unsuccessful because of inadequate resources and support, but the 
circumstances required to complete the process this time were in place. 
It is also concluded that time changes the perception of events and timelines. 
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Information provided through interviews was not as accurate a source as the researcher 
anticipated. In some cases, information obtained from the written documents provided 
more accurate information than the personal interviews concerning timelines, participants 
or outcomes of some of the events. Participants on occasion provided their personal 
opinion of an action or event that may not have been accurate. As example, one board 
member stated the Governor's attempt to remove the entire board and replace it with new 
trustees was to get rid of him because he was a Republican in a Democratic district. 
According to news stories and board meeting minutes, the main reason the Governor 
wanted to remove the board was because of the various personal conflicts among all the 
board members hampering the progress of the implementation process. Another example 
is information provided through interviews regarding Nichols' unexpected departure 
from the presidency as being politically motivated, when in actuality, Nichols took a 
position to return to his home state and be near family. Additionally, participants recall 
the process for the 1969 feasibility study being conducted but not the 1968 study. 
Finally, it can be concluded that the reason behind the drive and determination of 
the individuals to development and implement an institution in their community was for 
the betterment of the community as a whole. The need to provide better for the next and 
future generations is inherent, and this was the means to ensure this goal. All statements 
regarding why individuals were involved in the process indicated they wanted to give 
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something back to their comm.unities and provide for the future of the Oklahoma City 
residents. However, the underlying reasons for some of the individuals m.ay also have 
been political. Many original m.em.bers of the Chamber junior college com.m.ittee, board 
of trustees, administrators and legislators, used this project was a mechanism. to move 
into other areas of the political, educational or business arenas. 
Implications 
The reasons for establishing SOCJC were many, but one comm.on goal was to 
provide a mechanism. to enhance a comm.unity's educational, cultural and economic 
environments. This comm.on goal is consistent with research focusing on the 
developmental history of other two-year institutions in America (Little, 2003; Gunn, 
2000) and Oklahoma (George, 1990; Tanner, 1977) as well as the overarching 
conclusions of many educational researchers of the role of the two-year institution in 
higher education (Diener, 1986; Cohen & Brawer, 2003). 
Koos (1924) opened a dialogue for the purpose of the two-year system. and 
centered it on three concepts: extending the high school curriculum., collegiate work of 
the freshman and sophomore years, and occupational or trades. Many of the institutions 
started as municipal colleges, extensions of the local high school referred to as grades 13 
and 14. These institutions were a source of pride for the comm.unity and brought a sense 
of prestige to the local secondary administrators and faculty as well as comm.unity 
leaders, and local politicians (Cohen & Brawer, 2003). SOCJC did not emerge from. the 
municipal form, but rather established itself as a public institution offering both collegiate 
and occupationaVtechnical education. The originality of the concept and development of 
the institution is one of the many reasons SOCJC's historical development serves as an 
essential link in the evolution of the two-year institution. 
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Frye (1991) provides documentation of many prominent education leaders who 
prided themselves with the formation or creation of the system when, the real impetus of 
the movement came from the demand of the people outside of the education arena. 
Community support for SOCJC is consistent with research referring to the community's 
involvement establishing two-year institutions. Support for community involvement 
(Pederson, 2000), not necessarily the work of a few elitist education administrators, but 
rather the demand of the community for access to a better life through education is 
instrumental in an institution's establishment. Pederson (2000) also supports the concept 
of local civic forces such as chambers of commerce, municipal boards and community 
leaders in general influencing the development of institutions. These institutions provide 
educational options for the community so it was logical for the local politicians to direct 
the expansion of these institutions. In addition to the rationale for the development of the 
two-year institution from civic involvement, local political activities play a part in an 
institution's success or failure. This directly supports the data gathered by the researcher 
concerning the development and implementation of SOCJC. 
Recommendations 
This study provided a historical documentation of the events and individuals 
responsible for the development and implementation of one two-year institution in 
Oklahoma, South Oklahoma City Junior College. A historical account of the institution's 
beginnings should be on record for future researchers and historians to use as comparison 
studies or as general history of Oklahoma's two-year institutions. Members of the junior 
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college community may find the information presented beneficial as they explore and 
record other institution's histories. In addition, individuals in and around the area at the 
time of the development and implementation may find the contextual analysis of the 
information presented informative and stimulating. 
Cohen and Brawer (2003) believe not enough research is conducted on the two-
year institution. The little research conducted does not adequately reflect the importance 
of the two-year institution in American life. Although there are a few historical overviews 
of Oklahoma public two-year institutions (Nutter, 1974; Tanner, 1977; and George, 
1990), additional research documenting the historical development of other public 
Oklahoma two-year institutions is needed to provide a rich and full history of the 
evolution of the two-year institution in Oklahoma. This research would provide a larger 
basis for conducting comparison studies using the various components highlighted in this 
study- legislation, funding, facilities and academics- to analyze the development of the 
two-year institution as a whole in America. Information provided may assist with the 
planning and development of new public two-year institutions or provide a rationale for 
why an institution did not persist. 
The value of this type of historical research is not only that it provides additional 
avenues for education researchers and historians, but also because it provides members of 
the institution's community, faculty, staff and students, not present when the institution 
was established, a better understanding of the mission, goals and culture of the present 
day institution. For members of the college's present community, knowing the historical 
development of the institution can provide valuable insight and understanding of their 
role in its continuing success. Additional studies could focus on the curriculum 
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development from an independently paced non-punitive grading system to the traditional 
Carnegie grading system formula, the evolution of the governing format from an elected 
Board of Trustees to the gubernatorially appointed Board of Regents, and the role of the 
institution in the community as a whole. Moreover, the study could be extended 
chronologically from 1972 to the present to document the development of the institution 
and highlight the presidential influences on the four components highlighted in this study. 
In practice, the institution could be studied using a variety of theoretical frames of 
organizational theory. Reframing the institution using the political and human resource 
frames would provide an understanding of the exterior and interior interactions of the 
institution. Interaction among the various individuals and segments of the community 
could help illustrate the political frame and provide a better understanding of the 
interaction and planning elements of the development and implementation process. Using 
the symbolic frame would illustrate the development of the institution's culture and 
academic practices using logos, hierarchical structure and architecture. In addition, the 
various frames could be used to analyze the various leadership styles of the institutions 
presidents from 1972 to present. 
There are as many research opportunities using SOCJC as the basis as there are 
students that have graduated from the institution since 1972. This study provided the 
researcher the opportunity to better understand the complexities of today's institution, 
established a timeline of development implementation of the original institution, and 
highlighted some of the individuals responsible for the institution's creation. The initial 
questions raised by the researcher were answered, but the study opened new avenues to 
explore concerning educational organizations, political processes effecting higher 
education and the academic accountability of today's offerings. 
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PART I · 
BACKGROUND 
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In response to House Resolution No. 625 of the Second Session of the 
Thirty-First Legislature~ requesting that the Ok,lahoma State Regents for 
Higher Education study the feasibility of est~blish{ng a j1,mior college 
in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City, 1 the State Regents directed 
their staff to conduct;; a survey as requested in the resolution. 
Inasm1,1ch as the "Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City" is not a le-
gal ei;i.tity, it therefore became necessary that an assumption be· made as 
to what was meant by the "Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City." 
Assumption 1: The Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City is that area 
o~ Oklahoma City bounded on the north by. the North 
CanadianRiver;on the east by.Interstate IlishwayNo. 
35; on the south by 82nd street; and on the west by 
Meridian Avenue. 
It was also found that it was not clear ~hat kind of junior college 
was referred to in the resolution. It would normally be expected that 
feasibility studies relative to conununity junior colleges would be con-
ducted u~der provisions of Senate Bill No. 2 of the First $ession of the 
Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature. In the administration of this law, 
1 s~e Appendix A for a copy of House Resolution No. 625. 
- 1 -
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the State Regents formulate criteria and standards for determining the 
feasibility of junior college proposals. Therefore, the following assump-
tion was made. 
Assumption 2: A junior collegel as mentioned in House Resolution 
No. 625, means a community junior college as provided 
for under provisions of Senate Bill No. 2 and conse-
quently, the State Regents' criteria for administra-
tion of this law would be followed in cond1,1cting 
the survey. 2 
2 See "Procedures for Establishing Connnunity Junior Colleges" and 
"Criteria for the Establishment of Community Junior Colleges, 11 published 





The State Reg~nts took cognizance of House Resolution No. 625 in 
the spring of 1968 and directed their staff to proceed with the study re-
quested. 
The survey began with an historical review of geographic boundaries 
and education attendance patterns. 
Early settlers made the run in 1889, and in 1904 they incorporated 
' as Capitol Hill. In 1910, Capitol Hill was annexed to Oklahoma City. The 
furthermost boundaries of Capitol Hill as an incorporated town were as 
follows: south of the river; west of High; north 0£ 44th street; and east 
of Blackwelder. (Large areas within these boundaries were not incorpo-
rated.) Even though a part of Oklahoma City, the "south of the river" 
area has for some reason maintained "a special being, an_ identity, a com-
munity pride. 11 3 
The Department of Research, Oklahoma City Public Schools, reports 
that Capitol Hill High School was built in 1928 and until 1951, when 
Southeast High School was opened (U, S. Grant opened in 1953), served the 
entire Capitol Hill area. The schools in the Capitol H;ill High School 
attendance area in the 1920s and '30s· were: Trosper District No .1 (Crooked 
O~k); Hall District No. 2 (Capitol Hill - Lee); Lightning Creek District 




No. 3 (Prairie Queen); and Valley Brook District No. 4. The area served 
by Capitol Hill at that time could be described as follows: that area of 
Oklahoma _City bounded on the north by the North Canadian River; on the 
east by Bryant; on the south by 82nd street; and on the west by Meridian. 
Between 1937 and 1941, Foster, Valley Brook and Prairie Queen elementary 
districts wel".e annexed to the Oklahoma City Public School District, while 
Crooked Oak became a separate high school district. No changes have been 
made since that time. 
Based upon this information, the assumed boundaries of the area to 
be studied were modified, as follows : That area of Oklahoma City bound,ed 
o_n the north by the North Canadian River; on the east by Interstate High-
way No. 35 going south from the river to 36th street, east to Bryant, and 
then south to 82nd street; bounded on the soutll by 82nd street; c;1nd on 
the west by Meridian Avenue. 4 
Once the boundaries of the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City.were 
determined, pertinent information about the area was pulled together. 
From 1960 U. s. Census information, it was learned that the Capitol 
Hill area contains an estimated population of 100,000, while the Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Area of which it is a part, contains approximately 
600,000 population. Three high schools of Oklahoma City Independent School 
District 89 ~re located in the Capitol Hill area. They will graduate 
4 See Appendix D for map of area. 
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approximately 1,500 seniors in the spring of 1969. The current school 
enrollment (K-12) in the area is approximately 28_,500. Projected enroll-
ment fi~res of the area, provided by the Oklahoma City _Public Sc~ools, · 
suggest a 3.0 percent increase between 1969 and 1974. . High schools in 
the area surrounding the Capitol Hill area such as Crooked Oak, Moore, 
Western Heights, Classen and Douglass will graduate approximately 1,300 
seniors in the spring of 196.9. All of these students are within easy 
commuting distance of the Capitol Hill area. 
Approximately 47 percent of the high school graduates from the Cap-
it~l Hill area go on to college, according to public school officials. 
The overwhelming majority of t:h~se students attend either the two state 
universities or Central State College. 
The following state and private colleges and universities are with-
I . 
in commuting distance of the Capitol Hill area: University of Oklahoma, - . ... . 
Oklahoma City University, Central State College, Oklahoma Chrii;;tian_· Col-
~ C . 
lege, Bethany Nazarene College, Southwestern Junior College and the Okla-
homa State Unrtrersity Technical Institute. The Midwest City Commt1nity 
Junior College, which is being established and envisions a comprehensive 
educational program, will also be within cOIIDI1uting distance of the area. 
The vast majority of the students f:rom the schools in the Capitol 
Hill. area, and from the surrounding schools, come from families of modest 
means, according to~. Census figures. The median family income 
was approximately $5,t'oo. A substantial percent (17 percent) of these 
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The presence of a few large private enterprises and federal instal-
lations such as Tinker Field, Western Electric and the Federal Aviation 
Administration within a few miles of the Capitol Hill area creates an al-
most insatiable demand for technically trained workers, a demand which 
is not.now being met by existing educational and training facilities. 
The current assessed valuation of Oklahoma City is $460,166 ,19~ and 
for the Oklahoma City Public School District, it is $422,966,648. The 
County Assessor's office estimates the assessed valuation of the Capitol 
Hill area of Oklahoma City to be approximately $85,000,000. 
/ 
Part III of the report will examine the above information in light 
of the State Regents' report, "Criteria for the Establishment of Commu-
nity Junior Colleges." 
Part IV contains conclusions of the staff with regard to the need 





In conducting the survey, the "Criteria for the Establishment of com .. 
munity Junior Colleges" was used, even though it should be clearly under-
stood that all of- the criteria are. not equally applicable, since the area 
being studied is not a legal entity and thus cannot meet the definition 
of a "cOIIll;llunity"· as defined by Senate Bill No. 2 of the First Session of 
the Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature. 
CRITERION 1: The proposed conununity junior college program should not 
duplicate unnecessarily the offerings of established public 
an,d/or private colleges or universities. 
Findings: ·For purposes of determining whether there is. pot-ential for 
meeting Criterion 1, it must be assumed that there would not be duplica-
tion of college going opportunities, provided that opportunities could be 
made available to young people and adults who (1) would not find it eco-
nomically feasible to attend college otherwise; (2) would not be able to 
enroll in educational programs of their choice at existing institutions; 
(3) would not be able to me~t the admissions standards at existing insti-
tutions in the geographic area. 
Assumption one (1) above pertains to the availability of educational 
opportunities for young people and adults in the Capitol Hill area "who 
might otherwise not find it economically feasible to · attend college." 
Included in this category of students would. be t_hose fqr whom the tuition 
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and fees charged at private -institutions in the Oklahoma City area might 
be prohibitive, but who would perhaps be able to afford the student charges 
of a local junior college. The average tuition and fees charged by pri-
vate colleges in Oklahoma Count·y is $800 per year, whereas the anticipated 
student fees for college going opportunities in a local community junior 
college would be approximately $200 per year. It is possible that most 
families could budget $15 to $20 per month for student fees at a local 
junior college, whereas many could not expend ·$70 to $75 per month in 
order to send their children to private institutions in the area. 
In arriving at the costs for college going attendance, other factors 
should also be considered. A student might be able to afford the student 
fees at one of the public- colleges in the area (University of Oklahoma, 
$36-0 per year; Central State College, $270 per year; Oklahoma State Uni-
versity Technical Institute at Oklahoma City, $360 per year), but. the 
additional costs for books, supplies, daily oonnnuting and meals might 
well put the total costs out of his price range. Since the majority of 
the, parents in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City are workers earning 
·hourly wages, it is important that students in the area have access to 
education at a reasonable cost. Only at the new Midwest City Community 
Junior College, designed to accommodate only 1,000 full-time-equivalent 
students by the fifth year (of which 80 percent are expected to come from 
t~e-Midwest City-Del City area), will such a low cost educational oppor-
·tunity (;:!xist. 
Assumption two (2) above concerns the college going opportunities 
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provided for young people and adults "who would not be able to enroll in 
educational programs of their choice at existing institutions." It fre-
quently happ·ens that even though a nearby institution offers a particular 
course or program, these offerings may not always be scheduled at a time 
convenient for a student, particularly when the student finds it necessary 
to work and attend college at the same time. Other times, the kind of 
program desired by a studen·t is not avaiiable in a nearby institution. 
For example, the University of Oklahoma provides a broad range of offer-
ings in the liberal arts and sciences and in most of the professions but 
does not offer vocational and technical education courses, nor adult ed-
ucation. Central State College confines its programs principally to lib-
eral arts and teacher education. The Oklahoma State University Technical 
Institute offers a relatively limited program, being primarily engineer-
ing oriented and the enrollment capacity is relatively small, with slight-
ly more than 400 full-time-eqt,livalent students in the fall semester of 
1968. There are no other public post-high school programs within thirty-
five to forty mi~es. 
In addition to the public institutions, there are a m,nnber of pri-
vate~colleges within conunuting distance of the Capitol Hill area, includ-
1 
'-_ C 
ing Oklahoma City University, Oklahoma Christian Coll,ege, Bethany Nazarene 
College and Southwestern Junior College •. _These institutions also confine 
the_ir educational offerings chiefly to libera 1 arts and professional pro-





The Midwest City Community Junior College envisions an educational 
program which would not only be comprehensive in scope--offering general, 
college-parallel, vocational-technical and adult education--but also would 
attempt to meet the needs of young people and adults for courses and pro-
grams in the late afternoon, evening and on weekends. It is anticipated 
that not more than 20 percent of their enrollment will cOine from areas 
outside the Midwest City-Del City area. 
· Assumption three (3) above pertains to the potential of the area to 
provide college going opportunities for students "who would not be able 
to meet the admissions standards at existing institutions in the geo-
graphic area." With regard to public education, there are two state-
supported institutions and a branch campus of a third within commuting 
distance of the Capitol Hill area. The two institutions are the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, located_ approximately twenty miles to the south, and 
Centrai State College, located approximately twenty miles to the north. 
The branch campus is the Technical Institute, operated by Oklahoma State 
University, wh~ch is located approximately four miles north of the Capi-
tol Hill area. 
The University of Oklahoma is moving toward a relatively selective _ 
approach to student admissions. In the fall of 1968, admission to the 
University of Oklahoma was limited to those students in the upper one-half 
of their high school graduating class. Currently, one-half of the enter-
. 
ing freshmen at the University of Oklahoma rank in the top one-fifth of 
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their high school graduating class. That same trend toward greater se-
lectivity is expected to continue. 
Central State College, though less selective than the University of 
. Oklahoma, is also moving toward a more rigid admissions policy. In 1968, 
·admission to that institution was limited to tho-se in the upper two-thirds 
of their high school graduating class. The Oklahoma State University 
Technical Institute maintains an open-door admissions policy as will the 
Midwest City Community Junior- College. 
CRITERION 2: There should be a minimum potent•ial enrollment of 500 full-
time-equivalent students by the second year of a proposed 
community junior college Is operation, with a potential en-
rollment of 1,000 by the fifth year of operation. · 
Findings:. For purposes of determining the post-high school student en-
rollment potential. in the Capitol Hill area, six assumptions have been 
made as follows: 
1. The nl.lltlber of high school graduates from the three high schools 
in the area would increase from the 1968 figure of approximately 
1,500 to more than 1,600 by 1974. 
2. The percentage of high school graduates go·ing to college from 
these three ~chools would increase from_ the present ratio of 
approximately 47 pei;cent to at least 65 percent, if opportuni-
ties become available. 
3. There is an unmet demand in the area for adult evening programs 
of basic adult education and technical education in an amount 




4. Approximately 20 percent of the potential student population of 
the area would come from high school gr~duates of surrounding 
high schools. 
5. The admission requirements put into effect in the fall of 1968 
at institutions in the State System would reduce by about 15 
percent the mnnber of graduates from the area eligible to attend 
nearby state-supported colleges and universities. These gradu-
ates would likely avail themselves of local college going oppor .. 
tunities. 
6. Approximately 20 percent of the potential student population of 
the area would come from a reservoir of recent high school grad-
.uates (19 years of age or oldet) who would be able to avail 
themselves of-local college going opportunities during the day, 
either on a full-time or part-time basis. 
An estimated 1,500 high school students will graduate from the three 
schools in the Capitol Hill are~ of Oklahoma City. Projections from the 
Oklahoma City Public School System suggest that this number will increase 
to approximately 1,600 by 1974. 
College Going Rates .-.. currently, about 47 percent of the graduates 
from- these three schools go on to college, according to estimates of 
school district officials, as compared with a college going rate of ap-
. proximately 65 percent for t;:he state as a whole. Because the college 
. going rate of high school graduates in those counties with public colleges 
is equal t~ or above the state average in all cases, it can be estimated 




college from the Capitol Hill area would J';U'IP to at least 65 percent if 
college going opportunities became available locally. This would provide 
for at leas~ 270 to 300 additional high school graduates from the 1968 
class who could avail themselves of college going opportunities. 
Adult Evening Program. --With regard to assumption three (3), con-
c;:erning the need for post-high school evening programs of basic adult ed-
ucation and technical education in the area, it is estimated conservatively 
that from 160 to 170 adults (full-time-equivalent) would avail themselves 
of local educational opportunities. 
Out of District Potential.--With regard to assumption four (4), there 
is reasontobelieve that a sign~ficant percentage (approximately 20 per-
cent) of students availing themselves of college going opportunities in 
the Capitol Hill area wou,ld come from surrounding or nearby high schools 
such as Crooked Oak, Moore,· Douglass, Classen and Western Heights. Ap.:. 
proximately 140 students could be expected from this source. 
State System Admissions Standards.--Assumption five (5) concerns the 
estimated number of students to be affected by the new .State System ad-
. . 
missions standards, which became effective in the fall of 1968. The up-
graded • requirements provide that a high school graduate must be in the 
upper one-half of his high school graduating class in order· to be eligible 
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for admission to either of the state universities (as opposed 
standard which required him to be in the upper three-fourths), 
he must be in the upper two~thirds ·in order to be eligible for admission 
to one of the state four-year colleges (as compared with the 1967 stan-
dard which required him to be in the upper three-fourths). · 
Since the overwhelming majority of the high school graduates from 
the Capitol HiU area attend either the two state uni.versities or Central 
·. State College, the new admissioJ;ts standards are expected to have a fairly 
significant impact on the college going habits of students from the area. 
It is estimated that approximately 15 percent of those who would· have 
been eligible under the old standards will not be eligible under the new. 
This would provide approximately 100 to 120 freshmen who could avail them-
selves of lo,cal college going opportunities in the Capitol Hill area. 
Recent High School Graduates. --Ass~ption six (6) is built upon the 
premise that there is a sizeable reservoir of high school graduates in 
any conununity who have not previously been ·•in col,lege, but who if given 
the opportunity would avail themselves of local college going opportuni-
ties during the day, either on a full-time or part-time basis. This 
reservoir of high school graduates is composed of hou~ewives, part-time 
worke~s, returning servicemen· from the Armed Forces and the like.· It is 
estimated that approximately 80 to 90 of these folks would avail _them-
selves of college going opportunities if available locally. 
- 14 .. 
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Provided that the number of students in each of the above categories 
would materialize as projected, then at least 750 ·and perhaps as many as 
820 could be expected to avail themselves of college going opportunities 
if provid·ed locally. Assuming that one-half of these students would seek 
educational opportunities for more than one year and asstnning that another 
group of students would come along for the first year, then a minimum of 
1~125 and perhaps a maximum. of 1,230 students could be expected to avail 
themselves of local college going opportunities during the second year. 
CRITERION 3: There should be reasonable assurance that· adequate funds 
for the educational and general operation of the institu-
tion can be provided, both i11\lllediately and long-range. 
Findings: · For purposes of determining the potential for meeting Crite-
rion 3, the following assumptions have been made: 
1. A cOlllmUnity junior college, in order to develop an adequate ed-
2. 
~oa.••4l program, would need to expend approximately the same 
· ·_r full-time-equivalent student as is expended by junior 
···· e Oklahoma State System of Higher Education. This 
_unity would be expected to expend approximately 
.,,me-equivalent student, for educational and -gen-
(Oklahoma :Higher Education Code 
ides for state assistance to commu-
. fully funded. Section 1408 pro-
. aes will receive from th~ state 
··. of the per capita state-appro-
•year college member insti-
of Higher Education." 
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3. A proposed community junior college would need to establish a 
schedule of student fees equal to the student fee charg~s made 
of students at state-supported junior colleges .• 
Four sources of revenue are available to an Oklahoma community junior 
college for its operation: (1) financial assistance. from the State of 
~-
Oklahoma, which funds shall be allocated by the State Regents from monies 
appropriated by the Legislature; (2) income from student fees; (3)_ funds 
whic~ any municipality or sub-division of the state government represented 
in the community _might have available; and (4) tax revenues· fro1,11 the dis-
trict (if it declares itself an area school district). 
In 1966-67, the per capita state-appropriate~ allocation made to the 
two-year collegemember institutions of the State· System was approximately 
$440. Assmning that the financial assistance provision of Section 1408 
will be fully funded, a prospective connnunity junior college could logi-
cally expect to receive approximately . $220 allocation per full-time-
equivalent student from state sources. 
In addition to the financial assistance which might be made avail-
able to a communi,ty college through legislative appropriations, the gov-
erning board of a community junior college may, with approval of the 
State Regents, "establish a schedule of student feei;; to pay all or part 
of the cost of operation of the college ••• " 5 Under this provision, a 
.. ; .;~\;;~=-~:"-!i.#~:·¼._:..;.,,· .. 
S Article X~,_ - ;,.:. 
ment, 1967. · 1\ 




proposed college could expect to receive approximately $190 to $200 an-
nually per full-time-equivalent student, assuming- that the student fees 
charged wouid approximate those charged to students in the state junior 
colleges. 
Also, "any municipality or sub-division of the state government rep-
resented in the jurisdiction of a connnunity junior college shall ·have 
authority to use any of its funds, now or hereafter available, to assist 
in the establishment, maintenance, and operation of the coIDJilunity col-
leg~." 6 In order to bring the expenditure per full-time-equivalent student 
to a total of $600, a local jurisdiction would need to provide approxi-
mately $180 to $190 per student for educational and general purposes. 
Recent legislation states tha·t "any community maintaining a connnu-
nity junior college as provided by Chapter 100, O. S. L. (70 O. S. Supp. 
1967 §§ 4401-4409), in which courses in vocational and/or technical edu-
cation are· to be offered, and meeting the published standards and cri-
teria prescribed by law·and/or the State Board for Vocational Education 
for establishing an area school district may, by resolution adopted by 
the Board of Trustees of the college, become a1;1. area school district; 
and laws applicable to.other area school districts, including laws autho-
rizing tax levies and laws pertaining to eligibility for participation 
in federal "funds, shall be applicable to such distric_t, except that in 
6 Article XIV, Section 1408,. Oklahoma Higher Education Code Supple-
ment, 1967. 
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its governing board shall be the Board of 
college; provided'that the provision 
above shalt &ho be applicable to all connnu~ity and. municipal junior 
colleges now in existence in Oklahoma (O. s. S1,1pp. 1968, Title 70, Sec-
tion 4410}." 7 
A levy of approximately two and one-thi,rd mills (.0023) applied to 
an assessed. valuation of $85 million (Capitol Hill aJ:""ea of Oklahoma City) 
would provide the $190,000 required for the op~t"ation of a connnunity 
junior college in the Capitol Hill area of Okiaho~a City. 
7"Article XIV, Section 1410, Oklahoma Higher Educa~ion Code, 1968. 
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CRITERION 4: There should be assurance of art adequate site provided by 
the local jurisdiction and assurance of adequate physical 
facilities necessary to accommodate the number of students 
projected to be enr~lled in the fifth year of the institu-
.tion's operation. 
Findings: For purposes of determining-whether a proposed junior college 
can meet Criterion 4, the following assumptions have been made: 
1. Initial planning for construction of academic facilities for a 
proposed junior college should be based on a projected enroll-
ment of 1,000 students. 
2. The estimated physical plant space requirements for a proposed 
conununity junior college, as well as the estimated costs of 
construction of the space, will be based on physical pla;it space 
requirements and cost factors used by the State Regents to pro-
ject requirements for like,institutions in the State System. 
3. At least 40 percent of the cost for construction of academic 
facilities will be borne by the federal government under Title I 
of P. L. 88-204, and/or from other federal programs. 
The assumption has been made that a planning figure of 1,000 stu-
dents should be the basis for projecting physical plant space require-
ments, and that the projected funds for the construction of the space 
should be based on State Regents' cost estimates. Following are• esti- . 
mates of the amount of physical plant space that would be required to 
acconmiodate a community junior college of 1,000 students, and an estimate 
of the amount of funds required to construct and equip the buildings. 
- 19 --
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ESTlMA'tl OF JUNIOR COLLEGE SPACE NEEDS FOR 1,000 ENROLLMENT 
Assignable 





13 weekly student-clock-hours per 
FIE e~rollment, and .84 square feet 
per weekly student-cloc~-hour ••••••• 
- 4.0 weekly student-clock-hours per 
FIE enrollment, and 4.5 square feet 
per weekly student-clock-hour .••••••• 
6.25 square feet per FTE enrollment 
(includes office service area) •••••• 
Instructional Space - 18 square feet per FTE enrollment ••• 
20,000 volumes with 1 square foot per 
12 volumes (.0833); 6.25 square feet 
per FTE enrollment; an. additional 25% 
added for library service area •••••• 
Library 
Administration 5.0 square feet per FTE enrollment •• 
Total Assignable Square Feet •·•••• 
Gross Square Feet (~SF :- 60 x 100). 
ESTIMATE OF COST 
Gross Square Feet ••••••••••••• ·• ••••••••••• 41 •••••••••••••••• 
Estimated Construction.Cost per GSF •·••••·••••••••·••••••·· 
Estimated Construction Cost ........................... 
Estimated Movable Equipment (approximately 20%} •••••• ~ 
Estimated Non-Structural Improvements.; ••••••••••••••• 















The cost estimates set forth on the previous page reveal that an 
initial investment of $2,750,000 would be required to construct aca!femic 
faciliti~s adequate for an enrollment of 1,000 students. Of that amount, 
approximately $1,100,000 (40 percent) would be borne by the federal gov-
ermneri.t under P. L. 88-240, or from other federal progi;-ams, leaving ap-
proximately $1,650,000 to be funded from other sources--local, stat·e, or 
private. 
The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education "shall have author-
ity. to allocate State Aid.to community junior colleges meeting the stan-
dards and· criteria for accreditation by the State Regents, for capital . . 
improvements purposes from funds appropriated by the State Legislature 
for this purpose, provided that a long-range comprehensive plan for the 
. campus development of the junior college has been prepared by the insti-
tution and approved by the State Regents. After approval of the p_lan the 
State Regents may allocate from any funds available for such purpose not 
more than forty perc~nt (40%) of the estimated cost of proposed construe- . 
. tion of buildings .and other capital improvements, provided that the in-
stitution· .shall have furnished assurance to the State Regents that the 
remaining sixty percent (60%) of the estimated cost of the construction 
project will be provided in_the form of federal and/or local funds (0. s. 
Supp. 1968, Title 70 1 Section 4412)." 8 
8 Article XIV, Section 1412, Oklahoma Higher Education Code, 1968. 
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CRITERION 5: There should be reasonable assurance that. the proposed com-
munity college will possess the potential to provide a broad: 
educational program that includes: (a) a program of general 
and liberal arts courses adequate in. scope to meet the cul-
tural and social needs of the· eonirnt.inity; (b) a broad trans-
fer program with a sufficient variety of courses .and sec-
tions to enable a student to meet the entrance requirements 
of the four-year college or university of his choice; (c) a 
comprehensive vocational-technical program designed to meet 
the needs of a · society in a period of rapid technolog.ical 
development and occupational change; and (d) a program de-
·signed to meet the needs of the communitY for adult and 
continuing education. 
Findings: There is no data available and, of course, none can be obtained 
relative to program intent because as yet no legal entity is involved. 
The intent of a petitioning governing body must be to establish a commu-
nity junior college offering a comprehensive program of education encom-
passing all of the areas (a through d) enumerated in Criterion 5. The 
sc~pe and size of the various programs need not be determined until the 
new institution has been authorized and a chief administrative officer 
has been retained. 
Because the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education function as 
the accrediting agency for community jun1or colleges, as well as being 
the state-level board responsible for approving the educational programs 
of these colleges, there is ·reasonable assurance that programs of pro-
posed junior co lieges would be developed in conformity with the standards 
listed in Criterion 5. 
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CRITERION 6: There should be reasonable assurance that the ·proposed com-
munity junior college will be able to meet ·the accrediting 
standards of the · regional accrediting agency within five 
years of the institution's operation. · 
Findings: The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
is the regional accrediting agency for the section of the nation of which 
Oklahoma is a part. The Corranission on Colleges and Universities of the 
North Central Association structures its evaluation of educational insti-
tutions around seven basic questions: 
1. What is the educational task of the institution:?_ 
2. Are the necessary resources available for carrying out.the task 
of the institution? 
3. Is the institution well-organized for carrying out its educa-
tional task? 
4. ·Are the programs of instruction adequate in kind and quality to 
serve the purposes of the institution? 
5. Are the institution's policies and practices .such as to foster 
high faculty morale? 
6. Is student life on campus relevant to the institution's educa-
tional task? 
7. Is student achievement consistent with the purposes of the in-
stitution? 
The answers to many of the educational questions enumerated above 
_cannot, of course, be set forth until an institution is formally organized 
and functioning. However, it is logical to assume that if the financial 
resources are forthcoming and if proper organizational and administrative· 
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procedures a·re followed, an institution wiil have a greater-than-normal 
chance. of achieving regional accreditation within the five-year time limit 
specified in Criterion 6. 
Because of its role as the state-level accrediting agency in Okla-
home, the Oklahoma .State Regents for Higher Education exercises coordi-
.. nating control over the establishment and operation of both public and 
private institutions. In carrying out its accreditation function, the 
State Regents several "years ago adopted the standards of the North Central 
Associ~tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools to be the standards by which 
the State Regents would evaluate Oklahoma institution$ seeking accredi-
tation. The State Regent's' coordinating control over institutional ac-
creditation standards would help to assure that a proposed conununity junior 






The following conclusions are drawn from the results of the survey. 
1. Th.ere is in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City the potential 
for providing college going opportunities which would not un-
. necessarily duplicate the offerings of established public and 
private colleges or universities. 
· 2. Based on projections arrived at through this study, the minimum 
potential enrollment of 500 full-time-equivalent students by the 
second year of a proposed connnunity junior college's operation, 
with a potential enrollment of 1,000 by the fifth year of oper-
ation, could be met. 
3. Because the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City is not a legal 
entity, there can l>e no assurance that the funds needed to sup-
port the educational and general operation of a community junior 
college would be provided, even though study results show that 
the assessed valuation of the area is sufficient to maintain an 
institution at the level set forth in the criteria. 
4. Because the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City is not a legal 
entity, there can be no assurance of an adequate site provided 
by the local jurisdiction, nor assurance of adequate physical 
facilities necessary to accommodate the number of students pro-
jected to be enrolled in the fifth year of an institution's 
operation. 
5. It is reasonable to assume that if a community junior college 
were to be established in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City 
it would have the potential to provide a broad ~ducational of-
fering encompassing all of the areas set forth in Criterion 5. 
6. There is reasonable assurance that if a connnunity junior col,.lege 
were to. be established in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City. 
it would be able to meet the standards of the regional accred-




While the results of this study indicate that there is a need for 
college going opportunities for people living in the Capitol Hill area 
of Oklahoma City, as defined in this study, there are no provisions under 
existing law which would allow the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City to 
initiate procedures for the establishment of a junior college. The Leg-
islature could, of course, provide the statutory procedure needed for 
this purpose. 
Another way in which college going opportunities could possibly be 
mad~ available for people of the Oklahoma City area, of which Capitol Hill 
is_ a part, would be for the governing body or bodies of Oklahoma County, 
Oklahoma City, or the Oklahoma City Public School District to apply to 
the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education requesting a feasibility 
study be made to determine whether a need exists in the community for a 
junior college, under provisions of Senate Bill No. 2 of the .First Ses-
sion of the Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature. 
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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 625 
A Resolution Requesting the Oklahoma State 
Regents for Higher Education to Study the 
Feasibility of Establishing a Junior College 
in the Cal)itol Hill Area of Oklahoma City 
131 
Whereas, the education of the young people in Oklahoma is essential 
to the· continued prosperity and growth of the State; and 
Whereas, the area of Oklahoma City known as Capitol Hill is in need 
of a junior college in order that the people residing therein might have 
easy access to an institution of higher education; and 
Whereas the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education should study 
the feasibility of establishing· a junior college in Capitol Hill. 
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the· House of Representatives of 
the Second Session of the Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature; 
· Section 1. That the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education be, 
and are hereby requested to study the feasibility of establishing a junior 
college_ in the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma City. 
Section 2. That duly authenticated copies of this Resolution, after 
consideration an9- enrollment, be prepared and transmitted to the Chan-
cellor and to each of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. 
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APPENDIX B 
OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
State Capitol, Oklahoma City 
PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES 
132 
Senate Bill No. 2 enacted by the Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature 
(Article XIV, Oklahoma Higher Education Code Supplement 1967) authorized 
the establishment of community junior colleges in Oklahoma in accordance 
with criteria and standards, rules, and regulations prescribed by the 
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. The following procedures 
will serve to guide community groups in initiating proposals to establish 
any such community junior colleges. 
1. The governing body or bodies of one or more cities, counties, towns 
and/or school districts proposing the establishment of a conununity 
junior college may file a petition with the Oklahoma State Regents 
for Higher Education (Room 118, State Capitol, Oklahoma City) pro-
posing the establishment of a community junior college as provided 
by state law as cited above. 
2. The. State Regents will cause a survey to be made to determine the 
need for and feasibility of the establishment of the proposed junior 
college, which survey will be conducted on the basis; of criteria es-
tablished for this purpose (see attachment). The connnunity b~ing 
surveyed will be expected to pay reasonable extra expenses incurred 
in connection with the study. 
3;. If results of the survey indicate that there is a need for a commu-
nity junior college as proposed, the State Regents will issue a proc-
lamation -calling an· election to be held in the community and will 
notify the State Election Board to conduct the election and certify 
the results to the State Regents as provided by law. 
4. If a majority of the legal voters residing in the community and vot-
ing in the.election have voted in favor of establishing the proposed 
conmiunity junior college the State Regents will issue an order autho-
rizing the establishment of the institution, designating the name by 
which it shall be known, and describing the boundaries of the commu-
nity junior college area as set forth in the petition • 
. 5. The State Regents will then notify the Governor of Oklahoma of the 
authorization of the establishment of the community junior college, 
who will appoint four members of the Board of Trustees, and these 
four members so appointed shall appoint three additional trustees ·to 
make a Board of Trustees composed of seven members, all of whom shall 
be qualified electors of the junior college district. The Board of 
Trustees will be the governing board of the authorized community junior 
college and w:ill assume responsibility for its operation· in accor-
dance wit4 their powers and duties as provided by law. 
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OKLAHCMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
State Capitol, Oklahoma City 
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CRITERIA FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES 
Article xrx:·, Section 1401 of the Oklahoma Higher Education Code 
(Senate Bill No. 2, Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature) provides that "a 
comm.unity junior college may be established, maintained and operated in 
any connnunity in accordance with criteria and standards, rules, and reg-
ulations prescribed by i:he Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education ••• " 
The following criteria and standards will serve as guidelines for 
the State Regents in determining the need for and feasibility of the es-
tablislnnent of community junior colleges. 
1. . The proposed community junior college programs should not duplicate 
unnecessarily the offerings of established public and/or private co 1-
leges or universities. 
2. There should be a minimum potential enrollment· of 500 full-time-
equivalent students by the second year of a proposed conmtunity junior 
college's operation, with a potential enrollment of 1,000 by the 
fifth year of operation. 
3. There should be reasonable assurance that adequate funds for theed-
ucational and general operation of the institution can be provided, 
both immediately and long-range. 
4. There should be assurance of an adequate site provided by the local 
jurisdiction and assurance of adequate physical facilities necessary 
to accommodate the number of students projected to be enrolled in the 
fifth year of the institution's operation. 
5 • . There should be reasonable assurance that the proposed community col-
lege will possess the potential to provide a broad educational pro-
gram that includes: (a) a program of general and liberal arts courses 
adequate in scope to meet the cultural and social needs of the com-
munity; (b) a broad transfer program with a sufficient variety of 
courses and sections to enable a student to meet the entrance re-
quirements of the four-year college or university of his choice; (c) 
a comprehensive vocational-technical program designed to meet the 
needs of a society in a period of rapid technological development 
and occupational change; and (d) a program designed to meet the needs 
of the community for adult and continuing education. 
6·. There should be reasonable assurance that the proposed community 
junior college will be able to meet the accrediting standards of the 
regional accrediting agency within five years of the institution I s 
operatfon. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE SURVEY 
The 1969 Oklahoma Legislature amended Section 1402, Article XIV, 
Oklahoma Higher Education Code, Supplement 1968, to provide that "a com-
munity junior college may be established in a community consisting of a 
geographical area whose boundaries are not coextensive with those of one 
or more cities, counties, towns and/or school districts, if the population 
of such area is not less than seventy-five thousand (75,000) and the net 
assessed valuation in such area is not less than seventrfive million 
dollars ($75,000,000) to be determined by the State Regents, and an appli-
cation therefor is made by petition signed by not less than five percent 
(5%) of the legal voters residing in such area. The application shall 
describe the boundaries of the community in which the community junior 
college will.be established and maintained. The word 'community• as used 
herein shall mean the area set forth in the application. 111 
Article XIV, Section 1403 further provides that upon receipt of 
such an application, the State Regents will conduct a survey to determine 
the need for and feasibility of the establishment of the proposed junior 
college, which survey will be conducted on the basis of criteria established 
for this purpose. 
In ~he spring of 1967, the State Regents staff developed the cri-
teria and standards for establishing and maintaining connnunity junior col-
1 
O. S. Supp. 1968, Title 70, Section 4402, as amended by Section 1, 






leges by reviewing the criteria and standards currently in effect in all 
50 states. These were subsequently adopted by the State Regents at their 
regular meeting on October 25, 1967, and were issued in the form of a state-
ment entitled "Criteria and Standards for the Establishment of Community 
2 
Junior Colleges." 
On June 17, 1969, the Greater Capitol Hill Chamber of Commerce 
submitted an application to the State Regents in the form of a petition for 
the establishment of a connnunity junior college in the Capitol Hill area.
3 
The petition bore the signatures of 3,234 legal voters residing in the area 
described in the application. 
The State Regents accepted the application on that date and 
instructed their staff to include it ~s a part of their statewide study of 
the needs of junior college education in Oklahoma if it was determined that 
the legal requirements of area population, assessed valuation and sufficiency 
of petitioners had been met. 
As a part of the statewide junior college study, it was subsequently 
determined that the approximate population of the proposed area is 95,000; 
the assessed valuation is approximately $100,000,000 and the 3,234 signers 
of the petition represent more than five percent (5%) of the legal voters 
4 of the area. 
On October 21, 1969, a group of interested persons appeared before 
the State Regents in regular meeting and urged that since the validity of 
2
see Appendix A for a copy of the statement. 
3 . 
See Appendix B for a copy of the application. 






the application had been established and since there was an element of 
urgency for action, that the feasibility study relating to the application 
be completed ahead of the scheduled date for completion of the statewide 
study of junior college- education in Oklahoma. That decision was reached 
by the State Regents and their staff was instructed to complete the feasi-




Description of the Proposed District 
According to the application submitted by the Greater Capitol 
Hill Chamber of Commerce, the geographical area to be included in the 
Capitol Hill Junior College district is as follows: "~hat port~~n ,2f 
west, from the North Canadian River at its intersection with the .0klaho_ma __ :__ __ __: ___ _;_._.;.._.;.,_..,._ ;;;._..-. ,...._,.,....,_,a....;;.......:;~_;,,_.;c_~....,_..._,,.-... .. . • ''"•· ~'l(<>.~"»~~~,'!!;t"' 
~~x.,,l.!E-!L~.9J!tb..,....tA..,.t;b.,,e,~.C..1~v,,~51n.,<l.,.Q,9,,,t1:.n.~_4,!!;.~-!.~...Ql.l..~-~~"' 
inters e ct i.91LQ.f_J;he,~,Okl.ab.~-C.9.,w;JJ:;y=~-WJ;&g"-J:Jle~&l.E1Y..,,~~~1,!,.~J.t,,,,~,,., 
County line and Bryant, north to Southeast 36th, then west to Interstate 
·~..._..,....,~...;""'~~-----~-1< ....... .:,''-'~::-~•:i~--·.-r .. ~-~-~·~·~· .. , .. ,_.,:,:,,-~---·-.-. ;::;.~- -.•;,~,,•~~~~~-e:.-~1.i~-,i1~•"'i'!'•"·~,1fil:!~,,;1R~~~~!of.:~~~~ 
Highway No. 35, then north on Interstate Highway No. 35 to the North 
lilt>' Ii • : : • n.~~~--r.,.,.l . 
Canadian River.
5 
The Economy of the District 
The economy of the district is .!?!.sed eri,mari ]~.Qll.,~!1,.§,t;ties 
and businesses, howeyer: _there are located in the district and adjacent 
thereto, ~~'~'~nd federal installations that employ 
large numbers of trained personnel. These include Tinker Air Force Base 
Feder~l Ayi~tio~. A,~~1\li.pisyS,l;'fl,.tion,.., l!ill !~~~,~~n~~::!.,!!,:_~ft, W;.~~~.1!, ~-~~~ 
and General Electric as well as many other industries and businesses that 
employ from ten to one hundred persons. ~~~~JL~""'~i.us, 
the median family income was approximately $5,000 annually. 
1· >¥wl.,._,.o::J;t; _,_,_,,_,._~-,;,.,.,..-.,.-~-.,,;..,,.-,ei,i,,~~~~~-A';,af:i. ·7 !l:I ;·•tfiil~.'i!~fiii:W~~•ks· 
5
see Appendix B. 
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Scholastic Population of the District 
....._._,,.~~---., 
Four high school§ ar,_e __ 1,pcat;:_ed wit~_irt _t;li.e_ geographical bou1;1d~?;ies 
----~ c;,-..,; ;V'.'i.,fi~~~~~~~.~-... ,s-,;:1-i~.,~~~•""<.~:i=-..:\-:t::.:~1,~:,;-;;:?,""pf:!~-.._;;~,.,_-;.;:,. .. ·•· 
of the district. They are Cap_i~oUUJ-Ji.k,~h,g9.JA",£Q,M.J:~~gb.,~S.,£b-.Qpl, 
--v=-~,i:;;J,C.-:::i~~~.,..-· 
an~_1:_:·"·~·-·_:~e.~J.J.w-21~-... ~'''·tb..e,. . .Qk.lah.oma. ,CitY..,J.ncle~e.a.d&~--&cilo.ol 
Dis tr ic t No. 8 9 and Wes_ ~:.:n.,"""~! i 8~~~j.$!}.., .~~J,~_J_.p.,J~~_,;J~.;~,,;,~~-~,!;;~,!, 
--....... ►.., - ----~'"~":",:::.O~.,.¥~'&.Y.;:.:,.."'::."'-~~~~--'F;';P,.•:,,: ~- ., 
District Np. 41. The 1969-1970 enrollment in the tenth, eleventh and 
. ._.,_,,.,,,. ______ O!!.-"'°'. -.,_ -~~-~~~..,,<-:~.-~~~P.:o-~~~-~i~~&;.~¥i.~....-;~~~i~,._,,..:-o,::·'= . 
twelfth grades of these high schools is 5,533. ?~.=-~-~ .. !,1:~.lJ!.9J;..,,t.c~J2,i.~ge~9-
• • · . • ~ .:. ....... ;;i - •• ~ ~,:.,..••,~.:.....-~ .. :.,·,;,: ... •. _,.,;;_,. :. ,,'. --.~:.. , .";,,!~.- ~~ -2 .... ~r:~~~~~-;"0'~~;::-• ..:,:_-.,~ .~:=-'··':'· .-:-, ·• ... -' ... ._-.,:- · · 1 " • • 
In addition, the adjacent high schools of Moore, Crooked Oak, 
Classen and Douglas, all within commuting distance of Capitol Hill, gradu-
ated approximately_J 1~q~r~f::i~:f
6 
"6 ~ rt!i!: 
College Attendance Rates ~ ~ --'V'--1.. <SJ~ -t J v 1).. 9 
According to public school officials, graduates of h_igh scho~ 
in the proposed district, attend college at a rate of approximately 47 per-
cent. Recent studies by the State Regents' staff indicate that on a state-




college while in the Oklahoma City Standard Metropolitian Statistical Area /d.~. 











No sites are presently available for location of the proposed, 
community junior college. Community leaders express confidence that 
acquisition of a site ·suitable for the college will follow determination 
of the feasibility for locating the college in the proposed district. It 
is pointed out that the cost of obtaining options on potential sites might 
better be expended on the purchase of a selected suitable site after feasi-
bility of the proposed junior college is established and it is approved by 
the legal voters of the district. 
Part III of the report will examine the information developed in 
the survey in relation to the State Regents adopted "Criteria for the 
Establishment of Community Junior Colleges." 
Part IV contains the conclusions and recommendations of the State 
Regents' staff and the consultants concerning the need for and feasibility 
of establishing a comprehensive community junior college in the Capitol 










In applying the information gathered in the survey to the "Criteria 
for the Establishment of Community Junior Colleges" it would seem to be 
appropriate to consider individually each criterion in relation to the 
information. 
Criterion l: The proposed community college should not duplicate 
unnecessarily the offerings of established public 
and/or private colleges or universities. 
Findings: Eight colleges are presently located near the geo-
graphic area of the proposed Capitol Hill Community College. Another is 
in the development stage and is scheduled to open in September, 1970. 
Those colleges, their location and type are as follows: 
College 
_£.klai:_ioma University 
(l~ntral State College 
.. J;!Gtban.y Nazarene College 
9.!;!ghpma Christian College 
~kJ@homa City Technical 
Institute 
,9~lah.pma City University 
<lls_lah91111 · Bible College 
Oscar Rose Junior College 













State four-year college 
Private four-year college 
Private four-year college 
State Technical Institute 
Private four-year college 
Private two-year college 
Community junior college 
Private two-year college 
In order to determine whether the proposed community college can 
meet Criterion 1, it should first be identified by type. The educational 
program of the college would be comprehensive--that is, it would be designed 
to meet the needs of many types of students. For exanple, it would offer the 










technical education, general education, adult education and community 
service. In addition, it would be an "open door" institution _in terms 
. -.. -.. z .,J . .4Z.M.)h $.JL- .t.!llS. -~k-g::l_-~.:' .-~ ..&WJii ~ltli?Jtf~' 
of admission requirements and the cost for a student would be reasonable--
approximately ~~:t,,, None of the colleges mentioned above 
have these characteristics except Oscar Rose Junior College which was 
established to meet the needs primarily of students who reside within its 
district. 
It may be assumed that the proposed community college would meet 
Criterion 1 provided that it made available educational opportunities to 
young people and adults (1) who would not have been financially able to 
attend college otherwise; (2) who would not have been able to enroll in 
educational programs of their choice at existing institutions; or (3) who 
would not have been able to meet the admission standards of existing col-
leges near the geographic area. 
Financial Ability. The charges for tuition, fees and supplies 
at the private colleges located in the Oklahoma City area range from $530 ......... 
S,9, ~l.i,.JZ~ ... Q~ ... z~. Those a~ the public,collE;ges._and u!J:ye,,,r~fti;;!,$!!:~: 
University of Oklahoma..J $484 per year; Central State College, ~3~~-per year; 
Oklahoma City Technical Institute, ~5<2_per year. These charges plus the 
cost of connnuting t"o any of the colleg~s in the area, would result in a 
$ 0 ·#o,. ~ ~ cost of at least .JL.2. per year. · · e ~ /,.;.. · ·· • 
We have observed earlier that the majority of the parents in the 
Capitol Hill area are workers earning an hourly wage and that the median 
family income is approximately_$5,000 annually. We also noted that approxi-







while the state average is 66 percent and the Oklahoma City area average 
is approximately 70 percent. 
It is probable that a majority of the families could afford $250 
per year to send their sons and daughters to a local community college while 
they would find it difficult or impossible to budget $80Q, :eer.rear for them -
to attend existing colleges. 
Access to Educational Programs. While a variety of colleges exist 
near the area of the proposed community college, most are of a specialized 
type. The private colleges are all church related and as such, offer pri~ 
marily liberal arts, religious and limited professional programs of educa-
tion. They offer no technical-vocational programs and with one exception 
little adult education. The University of Oklahoma provides a broad range 
of offerings in liberal arts and sciences and in most of the professions 
but does not offer technical-vocational education of less than baccalaureate 
degree level. Central State College, approximately thirtyafive miles from 
the Capitol Hill area, is primarily a liberal arts and teacher training 
institution, however, it does offer a few professional programs and a rather 
extensive evening program which is business oriented. It offers no technical-
vocational education programs. Oklahoma City Technical Institute, a branch 
of Oklahoma State University, offers a relatively limited program primarily 
in engineering related technologies. 
somewhere in the area to meet their educational needs. However, it also 
· a n;ir;;.: 1 .. 111m' :r =i- ~-· -~ ... a:;;ru,~;.11~ .. ,.Git.E'e.:1$: 1~..1,;~,-ilb-.1~~~:t~f' i"-i iii:PHl"•if!t •• b&~ 
appears obvious that those factors do not exist in combination and that as 







.Adtriis:-sioil Standards. Admission standards of the four-year col-
) 
leges and universities near the area of the proposed community college are 
selective to the extent that some of the graduates of high schools of the 
Capitol Hill area would not be eligible for admission. ~ •. ~rg*~-~~.~.£a;7:~ 
the. University of Okl~-~, a ii::~2~!~-E:. ~e.!~~Q&,.!Jl?~~~ 
his graduating class. To attend ~ege or one of the area 
private four-year colleges, he must rank in the uJ?_.Ber ti&o- thir~. Students 
in the ~.,.~~ their graduating class would likely be <i.~qi~-,4,-
post-:-,s~-~P.~'1~1~.-~""°=~opportunity and certainly would not have avail= 
able the educational programs for which they are most suited. On the other 
hand, admission to a community junior college located 
).i;;.t..8Jtr£.;~.e.,~l1~1 slrJ]l·i~,eJ:~-t fzf, ~~~$~1~&.l}t,*~-' s choo 1. 
-~ 8( u.A., ~~~/£<;:. '• ;,.,..._,1 
in the area, would / _ · 
~-M~~t~ 
~ ~-~~ I 
Criterion 2: There should be a minim.um potential enrollment of 
500 full-time-equivalent students by the second year 
of a proposed college's operation, with a potential 
enrollment of 1,000 by the fifth year of operation. 
Findings. For purposes of determining the potential enrollment 
' ~-.J 








4. There is an unmet demand in the district for adult 
evening programs of general and technical education 
equal to at least 100 full-time students. 
5. Approximately 20 percent of the enrollment projected 
for the college will come from a reservoir of recent 
high school graduates who would be available for 
attendance during the day, either on a full or part-
time basis. 
147 
Increase in High School Graduates. In the spring of 1969, approx-
imately 1,550 students graduated from the four high schools located in the 
proposed district. Currently, there are 1,669 seniors and 1,995 juniors 
enrolled in these high schools. It is reasonable to assume that a minimum 
of 1,627 of the present 1,995 juniors will graduate in the spring of 1971. 
College Attendance Rate. The present _rate· at which graduates of 
high schools in the proposed college district attend college is approximately 
47 percent while the State ratio is 66 percent and that of the Oklahoma City 
high schools located near public colleges are always higher than that of 
. - .,.." i """""iZ'if:.fl; "ff1a ... m·•1a~---.... _t1:J$iUiM l'.~lfM"<>t~-~-~-R.ik.w~:.:a.<:!i::~~-~Ci:S.l!li'f. Lllli,f;t~---;et·~t':Jfip';'C" ~~ft.1181li"":teil$ ::•~:: 
those who are not. 
-~n add it io~al .~O,IM e~~.t~.~~~-.u2t~1,~~~mtl~ti, -~~~.,.,~~~!~~~~~-~!.:~ 
area would attend y~ cODim!ij~~.eFQlleiie located in that area. This would 
_ . · r U n .... 2 l · 4-l'1 !: ; a ~~-~Un $ Jj !Bi.£ -11fi9$J#lil'W"WJ!:~ 
tion, it is probable that at least 20 percent of those who currently attend 
some other college would continue their education at a local college for at 
least one year. This would mean that a minimum of 477 students of a gradu-
ating class of 1,627 could be expected to attend a local conmrunity college 













Out-6f-District Potential. The adjacent high schools of Moore, 
Crooked Oak, Classen and Douglas alone graduated approximately 1,250 stu-
dents in 1969. It is probable that number wili increase to 1,350 by 1971. 
Oscar Rose Junior College in Midwest City is the only other comprehensive 
communit.y colle'ge in the area. Many graduates of these high schools will 
desire to ati:'end orte of these community colleges and it is reasonable to 
assume that at·· leas.t 2.00 students from other districts may be expected to 
attend a commu~ity college located in the proposed Capitol Hill district. 
Adult Evening s·tudents. In an area such as Capitol Hill with 
education course·s, improve themselves culturally or upgrade their vocational 
rtt:IUI. IIS21~~~ 
capabilities. Also, the.re is little doubt that continued industrial develop-
ment in the area will result in the location of those types of industries 
that require specialized training for their employees. Under these condi-
tions, it is quite reasonable to assume that at least the equivalent of 
100 full-time students may be expe_cted from this source. 
Recent High School Graduates. Any area with a ~ollege-going 
ratio of 47 percent of its high school graduates could not avoid having a 
large reservoir of former high school graduates who are currently employed 
in the area or are in military service. These persons are potential stu-
dents either full or part~time at a local community college where they can 
attend college and at the same time continue their employment. It is esti-




come from this source. Application of this percentage would result in a 
minimum of 200 full-time-equivalent students. 
Projected College Enrollment. Assuming that the number of stu-
dents in each of the above five catagories would materialize as projected, 
then the first year enrollment of the proposed community college would be 
977 full-time-equivalent students. 
A recapitulation of the projected first-year enrollment by cata-
gories is as follows: 
1. 1971 high school graduates 477 
2. Enrollments from out-of-district 200 
3. Recent high school graduates 200 
4. Adult evening students 100 
/ 
Total 977 
As a means of comparison and confirmation of the projected college 
enrollment, we may refer to the formula developed by the Texas Research 
League to estimate potential first-year enrollment in proposed community 
college districts. 6 The formula is based upon the number of high school 
graduates within the district. If we applied t~e formula to the 1,627 high 
school graduates of the Capitol Hill area, the projected first-year, full-
time-equivalent enrollment for the proposed connnunity college would be 1,535. 
Assuming the usual net gain in community college enrollment between 
the first and second year of operation, a second year enrollment between 
1,500 and 2,000 full-time-equivalent students may be expected in the proposed 
community college. 









Criterion 3: There should be reasonable assurance that adequate 
funds for the educational and general operation of 
the iristitution can be orovided, both immediately 
and long-range. • 
150 
Findings: For the purpose of determining the potential for meet-
ing Criterion 3 the following assumptions have been made: 
1. A community college, in order to develop an adequate educa~ 
tional program, would need to expend approximately the same 
amount per full-time-equivalent student as is expended by 
junior colleges in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Edu-
cation. This means that a community college would be 
expected to expend approximately $700 per ful1-time-
e9uivalent student. 
2. Section 1408 of Article XIV (Oklahoma Higher Education Code 
Supplement, 1968) which provides for state assistance to 
community colleges, will be fully funded. Section 1408 
provides that community colleges will receive from the 
state "an amount equal to 50 percent of the per capita 
state-appropriated allocations made to the two-year col-
lege member institutions of the Oklahoma State System of 
Education." 
3, A proposed community college would need to establish a 
schedule of fees equal to the student fee charges made of 
students at state-supported junior colleges. 
4. The proposed community college will offer courses in tech-
nical and vocational education and will be able to meet 
the published standards and criteria prescribed by law and/or 
the State Board for Vocational Education for establishing an 
area- school district (0. S. Supp. 1968, Title 70, Section 4410). 
Four sources of revenue are available to an Oklahoma community 
junior college for its operation: (1) financial assistance from the State 
of Oklahoma, which funds shall be allocated by the State Regents from 
monies appropriated by the Legislature; (2) income from student fees; 
(3) funds which any municipality or sub-division of the state government 
represented in the community might have available; and (4) tax revenues 
from the district. 
-14-

















In 1968-69, the per capita state-appr~priated allocation made to 
the two-year college member institutions of the State System was approxi-
mately $460. Assuming that the financial assistance provision of Section 
1408 will be fully funded, a prospective community junior college could 
logically expect to receive approximately $230 allocation per full-time-
equivalent student from state sources. 
In addition to the financial assistance which might be made 
available to a community college through legislative appropriations, the 
governing board of a community junior college may, with approval of the 
State Regents, "establish a schedule of student fees to pay all or part 
of the cost of operation of the college Under this provision, a 
proposed college could expect to receive approximately $200 annually per 
full-time-equivalent student, assuming that the student fees charged 
would approximate those charged to students in the state junior colleges. 
Also, "any municipality or sub-division of the state government represented 
in the jurisdiction of a commun.ity junior college shall have authority to 
use any of its funds, now.or hereafter available, to assist in the estab-
8 lishment, maintenance, and operation of the community college." In order 
to bring the expenditure per· full-time-equivalent student to a total of 
$700, a local jurisdiction would need to provide approximately $270 per 
student for educational and general purposes. 
7Article XIV, Section 1405, Oklahoma Higher Education Code Supple-
ment, 1968. 





State law provides that "any conununity maintaining a community 
junior college as provided by Chapter 100, O. S. L. (70 0. s. Supp. 1967 
~i 4401-4409), in which courses in vocational and/or technical education 
are to be offered, and meeting the published standards and criteria pre-
scribed by law and/or the State Board for Vocational Education for estab-
lishing an area school district may, by resolution adopted by the Board 
of Trustees of the college, become an area school district; and laws 
applicable to other area school districts, including laws pertaining to 
eligibility for participation in federal funds, shall be applicable to 
such district. (0. S. Supp. 1968, Title 70, Section 4410). 119 
A levy of approximately three mills (.003) applied to an assessed 
valuation of $100 million would be required for the educational and general 
operation of the institution for the first year. The following years would 
require approximately five mills (.005) until the number of full-time-
equivalent students exceeds 2,000. 
r, s, L..~ 
5a- t/O -/0 
Criterion 4: There should be assurance of an adequate site provided 
by the local jurisdiction and assurance of adequate 
physical facilities necessary to accommodate the number 
of students projected to be enrolled in the fifth year 
of the institution's op·eration. 
Findings: For purposes of determining whether a proposed junior 
college can meet Criterion '4, the following assumptions have been made: 
1. Initial planning for construction of academic facilities 
for a proposed junior college should be 'based on a pro-
jected enrollment of 1,000 students. 
2. The estimated physical plant space requirements for a 
proposed community junior college, as well as the esti-










mated costs of construction of the space, will be based 
on physical plant space requirements and cost factors 
used by the State Regents to project requirements for 
like institutions in the State System. 
At least 50 percent of the cost for construction of 
academic facilities will_ be borne by the Federal govern-
ment under Title I of P. L. 88-204, and/or from-other 
Federal programs. 
153 
No sites ate presently available for location of the proposed 
con:ununity college, however community leaders have expressed confidence 
that acquisition of a suitable site will follow determination of the 
feasibility of locating the community college in that district. 
The assumption has been made that a planning figure of 1,000 
students should be the basis for projecting physical plant space require-
ments, and that the projected funds for the construction of the space 
should be based on State Regents' cost estimates. Following are estimates 
of the amount of physical plant space that would be required to accommodate 
a community junior college of 1,000 students, and an estimate of the amount 
I 
of funds required to construct an_d equip the buildings. 
ESTIMATE OF JUNIOR COLLEGE SPACE NEEDS FOR 1,000 ENROLLMENT 
Tyoe of Space Space Factor 
General Classroom - 13 weekly student-clock-hours per 
FTE enrollment, and .84 square feet 
per weekly student-clock-hour ••• 
Laboratory - 4.0 weekly student-clock-hours per 
FTE enrollment, and 4.5 square feet 
per weekly student-clock-hour ••• 
Faculty Offices - 6.25 square feet per FTE enrollment 


















- 18 square .feet per FTE enrollment 
- 20,000 volumes with 1 square foot 
per 12 volumes (.0833); 6.25 square 
feet per FTE enrollment; an addi-
tional 25% aaded for library service 
area 
- 5.0 square feet per FTE enrollment 
Total Assignable Square Feet. 
Gross Square Feet (ASF i 60 x 100) 
ESTIMATE OF COST 
Gross Square Feet •...• 
Estimated Construction Cost per GSF 
Estimated Construction Cost 
Estimated Movable Equipment (approximately 20%). 
Estimated Non-Structural Improvements .• 
















The cost estimates set forth above reveal that an initial invest-
ment of $2,750,000 would be required to construct academic facilities 
adequate for an enrollment of 1,000 students. Of that amount, approxi-
mately $1,375,000 (50 percent) would be borne by the Federal government 
under P; L. 88-240, or from other Federal programs, leaving approximately 
$1,375,000 to be funded from other sources--local, state, or private. 
The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education "shall have 
authority to allocate State Aid to community junior colleges meeting the 
-18-
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standards and criteria for accreditation by the State Regents, for capital 
improvements purposes from funds appropriated by the State Legislature for 
this purpose, provided that a long-range comprehensive plan for the campus 
development of the junior college has been prepared by the institution and 
approved by the State Regents. After approval of the plan the State Regents 
may allocate from any funds available for such purpose not more than forty 
per cent (40%) of the es.timated cost of proposed construction of buildings 
and other capital im~rovements ($1,100,000), provided that the institution 
shall have furnished assurance to the State Regents that the remaining 
sixty percent (60%) of the estimated cost of the construction project 
($1,650,000) will be provided in the form of Federal and/or local funds 
(0. S. Supp. 1968, Title 70, Section 4412). 1110 
Criterion 5: There should be reasonable assurance that the proposed 
community college will possess the potential to pro-
vide a broad educational program that includes: 
(a) a program of general and liberal arts courses 
adequate in scope to meet the cultural and social needs 
of the conununity; (b) a broad transfer program with a 
sufficient variety of courses and sections to enable 
a student to meet the entrance requirements of the 
four-year college or university of his choice; (c) a 
comprehensive vocational-technical program designed to 
meet the needs of a society in a period of rapid tech-
nological development and occupational change; and (d) 
.a program designed to meet the needs of the community 
for adult and continuing education. 
Find-ings: It is the intent of the petitioning jurisdiction to 
establish a community college offering a comprehensive program of education 
encompassing all the areas (a through d) enumerated in Criterion 5. The 






scope and size of the various programs cannot, of course, be determined 
until the new institution has been established and the educational program 
has been developed. 
Many comm.unity college administrators believe that a comm.unity 
college must have a full-time-equivalent enrollment of at least 1,000 in 
order to develop a broad, comprehensive program. Since the projected full-
time-equivalent enrollment of the proposed community college in its first 
year of operation is between 1,000 and 1,500 students and the probable 
second year enrollment between 1,500 and 2,000 students, one may assume 
that the potential would exist to provide an educational program of such 
breadth. 
Also, because the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
functions as the accrediting agency for community colleges, as well as 
being the state- level board responsible for approving tre educational 
programs of these colleges, there is reasonable assurance that programs 
will be developed in conformity with the standards enumerated in Criterion 5. 
Criterion 6: There should be reasonable assurance that the pro-
posed comunity junior college will be able to meet 
the accrediting standards of the regional accredit-
ing agency within five years of the institution's 
operation. 
Findings: The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools is the regional accrediting agency for the section of the nation 
of which Oklahoma is a part. The Commission on Colleges and Universities 
of the North Central Association structures its evaluation of educational 






1. What is the educational task of the institution? 
2. Are the necessary resources available for carrying out 
the task of the institution? 
3. Is the institution well-organized for carrying out its 
educational task? 
4. Are the programs of instruction adequate in kind and 
quality to serve the purposes of the institution? 
5. Are the institution's policies and practices such as 
to foster high faculty morale? 
6. Is student life on campus relevant to the institution's 
educational task? 
7. Is·student achievement consistent with the purposes of 
the institution? 
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The answers to many of the educational questions enumerated 
above cannot, of course, be set forth until an institution is formally 
organized and functioning. However, it is reasonable to assume that if 
the financial resources are forthcoming and if proper organizational and 
administrative procedures are followed, an institution will have a greater-
than-normal chance of achieving regional accreditation within the five-year 
time limit specified in Criterion 6. 
Because of its role as the state-level accrediting agency for 
hi~her education in Oklahoma, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Educa-
tion exercises coordinating control over the establishment and operation of 
both public and private institutions. In carrying out its accreditation 
function, the State Regents several years.ago adopted the educational stan-
dards of the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools to be the standards of educa-










coordinating control over institutional accreditation standards would help 
to assure that a proposed community junior college would move forward 












CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The conclusions presented below by the State Regents' staff and 
concurred in by the consultants for the study, are based upon data of the 
survey and analysis of the findings: 
1. The proposed community college program would not dupli-
cate unnecessarily the offerings of established public 
or private colleges in the case of those students who: 
a. major in any subject area other than 
liberal arts or teacher education; 
b. cannot financially afford to attend 
existing colleges; 
c. are unable to qualify for admission 
to existing colleges; 
d. are unable to 'attend existing colleges 
because of employment. 
2. Enrollment projections indicate ~hat the proposed community 
college would have a full-time-equivalent enrollment of 
over 500 students by the second year of operation and over 
1,000 students by the fifth year of operation. 
3. Assuming the proposed community college district is able 
to establish a legal tax base, there would be reasonable 
assurance that adequate funds for the educational and 
general operation of the institution could be provided, 




4. While no adequate site is presently available, there is 
reasonable assurance that one will be provided by the 
local jurisdiction after determination of the feasibility 
of the proposed community college. Assuming the avail-
ability of Federal and State funds in the authorized per-
centages, for capital improvements, there is reasonable 
assurance of adequate physical facilities necessary to 
accommodate the number of students projected to be enrolled 
in the fifth year of the institution's operation. 
5. There is reasonable assurance that the proposed community 
college will possess the potential to provide a broad 
educational program that includes: 
a. a program of general and liberal arts 
courses adequate in scope to meet the 
cultural and social needs of the community. 
b. a bro.ad transfer program with a sufficient 
variety of courses and sections to enable 
a student to meet the entrance require-
ments of the four-year college or univer-
sity of his choice; 
c. a comprehensive vocatio.nal- technical pro-
gram designed to meet th·e needs of a society 
in a period of rapid technological develop-
ment and occupational change; and 
d. a program designed to meet the needs of the 
community for adult and continuing education. 
6. There is also reasonable assurance that the proposed com-
munity junior college will be able to meet the accrediting 
standards of the regional accrediting agency within five 












The· location of the proposed community college should be 
determined by the State Regents in relation to the educa-
tional needs of the Oklahoma City metropolitan area. 
Recommendation: 
Based upon the conclusions presented above, it is the recommen-
dation of the Regents' staff and consultants that the State Regents issue 
a proclamation calling for an election to be held to allow legal voters 
residing within th_e proposed community college district, to vote on the 
question of whether a junior college shall be established and maintained 










OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
State Capitol, Oklahoma City 
CRITERIA FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGES 
162 
Article XIV, Section 1401 of the Oklahoma Higher Education Code 
(Senate Bill No. 2, Thirty-First Oklahoma Legislature) provides that 
"A community junior college may be established, maintained_ and oper-
ated in any community in accordance with criteria and standards, rules, 
and regulations prescribed by the Oklahoma State Regents for H~gher 
Education. • • • 11 
The following criteria and standards will serve as guidelines for 
the State Regent-sin determining the need for and feasibility of the 
establishment of community junior colleges. 
1. The proposed community junior college program. should not 
duplicate unnecessarily the offerings of established public 
and/or private colleges or universities. 
2. There should be a minimum potential enrollment of 500 full-
time-equivalent students by the second year of a proposed 
community junior college's operation, with a potential enroll-
ment of 1,000 by the fifth year of operation. 
3. There should be reasonable assurance that adequate funds for the 
educational and general operation of the institution can be 
provided, both immediately and long-range. 
4. There should be assurance of an adequate site provided by 
the local jurisdiction and assurance of adequate physical 
facilities necessary to accommodate the number of students 
projected to be enrolled in the fifth year of the ins ti tu ti.on' s 
operation. 
5. There should be reasonable assurance that the proposed com-
munity college will possess the potential to provide a 
broad educational program that includes: (a) a program of 
general and liberal arts courses adequate in scope to meet 
the cultural and social needs of the comm.unity; (b) a broad 
transfer program with a sufficient variety of courses and 
sections to enable a student to meet the entrance require-
ments of the four-year college or university of his choice; 
(c) a comprehensive vocational-technical program designed to 
meet the needs of a society in a period of rapid technological 
development and occupational change; and (d) a program designed 
to meet the needs of the community for adult and continuing 
education. 
6. There should be reasonable assurance that the proposed com-
munity junior college will be able to meet the accrediting 
standards of the regional accreditin_g agency within five 







(_1RY TUE\B, CHAIRMAN 
J. DAN RECER, VICE CHAIRMAN 
TEX NEWMAN, SECRET ARY 
"Appendix B" 
OKLAHOMA COUNTY ELECTION BOARD 
· COUNTY BUILDING 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73102 
Dr. E~ T, Dunlap, Chancellor 
Oklahoma St~te Board of Regents 
State Captiol Building 
Oklahoma City, Oklahom~ 
Dear Dr, Dunlap: 
We have examined the petitions which request that an 
election be held to deterz:-J.ne whether a. Junior College district 
should be created in the southwest part o-f' Oklahoma County, 
We find these petitions to be sufficient to allow such 
an·election to be scheduled, 
163 
Our office awaits your direction in acconplishing the 





H. S, .riewman 
Secretary 
APPENDIXC 
RESOLUTION NO. 581 
164 
OKIAHOMA STATE.REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
St'ate Capitol, Oklahoma City 
RESOLUTION NO. ~81 
WEREAS, upon request of the Oklahoma. State Regents fer P.i~hcr Elu~:ti~~ aod 
pursuant to Senate Bill 1/2 of the 1967 Oklahoma Legislature, the State 
Election Board caused an election to be held in the community cora;nonly kn= 
as the Capitol Hill area of Oklahoma: City described ·as, "beginning at a 
point where the North Canadian River intersects Interstate High~ay N~. 35, 
then south on Interstate Highway .No. 35 to Southeast 36th Street, then east ·· 
on 36th Street to Bryant Street, then south on Bryant street to the Cleveland 
.County line, then west along the Cleveland County line to its intersection 
wi~h the Canadian County line, then north along the Canadian County line to 
its interse.ction with the Nort~ Canadian River• then east along the North-
Canadian River to the_ point of beginning, all in .Oklaho1113 County, Oklahoma," 
onpecember 16, 1969, for the purpose of allowing the legal voters of said 
cOllllilunity to vote on the question of whether a junior college should be 
est·ablished and· maintained in the community; and 
WHEREAS, the State Election Board has certified the results of said election 
to-_ the Oklahoma Sta:te Regents for Higher Education, which results show that. 
a majority of the legal voters in the community voting on the question.voted 
in favor of establishing and·lll<l_iptaining a j~nior college in the community. 
NOW• THEREFORE, BE U. RESOLVED by t~e Oklahoma State Regents for .. Hfgher Educa- · 
tion, acting pursuant to Oklahoma Statutes Supplelllent 1968, Title 70, Section 
·4403, as a111ended by-House ~ill #1156·~· Sect.ion 1, 1969. Oklahoma Legi.sla;t:ure: 
SECTION l. That a C01lll.llllnity junior college is hereby authorized 
to be establtshed and maintained as ·provi~ed by law, as set for-th 
in. the proposition on which the legal voters expr.essed the111Selves 
at the election held in the community.on December 16, 1969. 
SECTION 2. That the new junior college shall be known as the 
· "Capitol Hill Junior ·College~• and that ali legal business of the 
institution shall be transacted in this name. 
SECTION 3. That the boundaries of the coinmunity in which the 
junior college is to be established and maintained as set forth in 
the application shall be as descri~ed in paragraph one of this 
Resolution~ 
SECTION 4. That the Governor of t.,e State of Oklahoma is hereby 
·officially informed that the Oklahqma State Regents for Higher 
Education have .authorized. that a junior college be established and 
maintained in the.community as described herein and that: he is re-
quested to initiate steps to create a governing board-for the junior 
college as provided in Oklahoma Statutes Supplement 1968,- Title 7-0, 
Section 4403. 
·SECTION 5. That copies of this Resolution be sent to the leadership 
COlillllittee of the citizens of the community who presented the pet"ition 
-to the State Regent~ 9n behalf of the-signers proposing -the junior 
coilege, to the Governor of Oklahoma, and to the Secretary of State 
of Oklahoma. 
Adopted this ~7th day o.f _.ran'!-ary, 1970. 
_SEAL: 
ATTEST: 
G. Ellis Gable, Secretary Harry P. Conroy. Chairman 
I, E.T. Dunlap, do hereby certify that the above is a correct statem.ent of 
the action authorized by the Oklahoma State Regents for -Higher Education as 
set forth in the minutes of the regular ineeting on .ran 2 O,_ and 
· constitutes a part of the 111inutes of said meeting~ 
Duly subscribed and sworn to before me this 
My c:oa.imissic:m expires: February 15, 1970. 
E. T 





FIRST BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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South Oklahoma City Junior College 








March -Select Architect January -Selection of Faculty 
-Board Member Election -Develop budget, 72-73 
-Acquisition of permanent -Bond election 
site 
April -Completion of revised 
February - Selection of Faculty 
-Recruitment of Students policy statements 
-Develop budget, 71-72 
March -Selection of Faculty 
May -Tax Millage election -Recruitment of Students 
-Election, Board Officers -Board Member election 
June -Completion of various April -Selection of Faculty 
surveys and projections -Recruitment of Students 
July -Employment of Academic, May -Selection of Faculty 
Student Services, and -Recruitment of Students 
Business Vice Presidents 
-Employment of 
August -Completion of first draft of Counselors 
Master Plan -Election Board Officers 
-Completion of plans for 
temporary campus June -Selection of Faculty 
-Recruitment & 
September -Employment of Librarian, Counseling of Students 
Multi Media Director, 
Computer Director, Director July -Selection of Faculty 
of Guidance & Counseling, -Recruitment & 
Division Directors Counseling of Students 
-Development of 
specifications and bid 
August -START OF CLASSES documents for temporary 
campus 
October -Let contracts for temporary 
campus arrangements 
November -Develop bid 
specifications for 
furniture, equipment, 
materials for temporary 
campus 
December -High School visitations 
and publicity 

















H G F E D c· B A 
· LE.GEND' -
Offices· 
8 ft. or :more walls 
4 ft. walls 
TR: Trapezoid Tables (grouped"· 
: ·tables). .. · · 
Tab:· Chilis with tablet ·.arms. . 
. · T.he letters below· the.: niil:p aiid' 
_t;he mun.hers to. the right are to '. · 
be used.to locate .. speci£it: areas. 
FOR EXAMPLE: · ... 
. · Student services is 
located up from C and 
• aa-QSS :from 6 
llpagih:4-y boundaries 







P~§t~Q.,TH~<:APITOL HILL BEACON. OCTOIER 28.1971 
APPENDIX I 
A COMMON SENSE APPROACH TO EDUCATION 
AND 
SAMPLE COURSE MATERIALS 
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This is probably going.to be your first course in engineering. Welcome! 
In this course you 1 ll receive a taste of what engineering is all about. 
You'll have a chance to begin evaluating engineering. as a career. Is it 
ri·ght for you? Are you right for it? How do you 1 ike it? The road 
that leads from where you are now to certification as a professional 
engineer is long and difficult--but it certainly has its rewards. So in 
the words of Davy Crockett, "Be always sure you I re· rtght--then go ahead." 
*COURSE SUBJECT MAffiR: Basic techniq1,1es and tools used in engineering 
computation a'rid analysis. 
Techniques : 
Tools:····--· 
Graphing, Units, Significant Figures., Dimensional Analysis, 
Statistics, Presentation of Engineering <;~lc;.ul~-t;ions . 
Computers using FORTRAM IV ~anguage, calculation Devices 
(Ca 1 cul a tor and/o·r Slide Rule) 
*REQUIRED C.OURSE MATERlALS: 
Engineering - An Introduction.to a Creative Profession, George C. 
Bea.kley and H.W. Leach, Macmillan C()., New York, N.Y., 1977 · 
Fortran IV Self Taught, Mario V. Farina, Prentice-Hall Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1966 
ENGR 1113 Learning Packet . 
Computational Device (Calculator and/or slide· rti.le) capable of 
performing loga,r-ithmic and trigonometric ope.rations 
Grap.h Pape.r (Rectangular, Polar, and Logarithmic Coordinates) 
· Computer Coding Forms 
Sharp pencils and a ruler 
*EXPECTEO BACKGROUND: 
Mathematics: Basic familarity with loga·rithms and trigonometry, 
concurrent enrollment in ca.1 culus. 
Language•: .· Abfl.ity to read., write, and speak the English. language. 
*COURSE.ORGANIZATION: The course is organized into s.even units or modu·les. 
Each of ~he· first six modules is divided i'nto two ·parts, computer 
programning and. engine·ering techniques. A problem which requires the 
use of both cornp:uters and engineering tethnique.s will be as'signed 
in each module.· AJso,.-S·ix unit assessments will be a<iministered. 
The seventh module cons·ists of a special project. whtch incorp.orates 
addttional knowledge and the skills learned in previous units. In 





*COURSE REQUIREMENTS: At the beginning of each module you will find a 
list of Unit Objectives. When you have satisfactorily completed a.11 
objectives for the unit, you wi 11 have earned -credit for the unit. 
Course grading crit~ria are described below. You·should be aware 
that for many beginning students, computer prograrrmi ng and engineering 
field projects are time consuming and frustrating. Be sure to allow 
yourself plenty 9f time to work on this course. 
*LEVELS OF COMPETENCE: The level of competence you achieve and the course 
grade you earn wi 11 depend on the qua 1 i ty and quantfty of your per-
formance. · 
MH - To earn a grade of MH you wi 11 cofnpl ete a 11 the objectives in 
Uni ts I-VII. In addition, you wi 11 successfully complete the 
Mastery with Honors final examination. No test ·during the 
course may be taken more than two tfmes. Also, written assign .. 
ments will re.fleet professionali$m with reg~td·_to content, · 
neatne$s, and English composftion (equivalent to Freshman. 
Composition}. Of the seven written assignmehts, at least five 
will be acceptable on first submission. 
M - To earn a grade of M you will complete all the objectives in 
- Units I-VI. In addition, you will successfully complete the 
Mastery final examination. No test during the course may be 
taken more th~n three times. Also, written assignments will 
reflect competence with regard to content, neatness, and English 
composition {equivalent to Fres-hman Composition) .. Of the six 
written· assignments, at least· tshree will be acceptable on first 
submission. · 
CR -- THIS GRADE OPTION IS NOT AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS· MAJORING IN 
- ENGINEERING!- To earnag·rade of CR you will complete- all the 
objectives in Units I-VI. In addiction, you will: succes.sfully 
complete the Mastery final examinat1on.. ·No· test during .the, 
course may be taken more· than four times. · Written assignments 
are not req!Ji red, however, computer outputs for each program 
wi 11 be sub111i tted. 
*SOURCE OF CRITERIA.: · The competency 1 eve ls estab 1 ished for Introduction 
to Epgineering.: are bas~d on the -p,r.ofes-sion-al judgment of t-he. engineer-
i.ng fa.a,lty and r~flecttb.e_g_oals· of thi·s.J'rogram C.ore·Course:. 





INTRODUCTING. COMPUTERS AND G.RAPHING 
Rationale 
As ah engineer doing design work you will use many tools 
a·nd· techniques to aid accuracy, precision, speed., and 
effective.conmunication .. One t.ool is the computer. You'll 
soo.n find th-at while a- computer won't do your thinking for 
you-, it will do masse-s of rep-etat:ive calculations accurately 
and quickly. Thus; it is an impo.rtant tool--for the engineer. 
The value of graphs cannot be overemphasized-. Graphs provide 
an. effective way of presenti'ng i.nfor.ma-tion, •di spl ayirig data, 
· . and· s.howfng re:la:•tionsh-ip:s between variables-.· . M· such, lt is 
importa.nt. tha:t. yctf-b.e' ab1 e' to. cons·truc·t and read graphs of: 
many typ,~s. In thi-s unit, then,. you'll be introduced to· 




I.A. You will prepare a solution to a given engineering problem which 
requires programming, computer input/output, and graphing results. 
Acceptable perfonnance wi 11 be i ndi ca ted when you: 
a) Write a program to solve the problem utilizing a given 
format, sub routine, and JCL. 
b) Make necessary measurements to develop a data de-ck. 
c) Enter- the- computer and a.chi eve a successful run. 
d) Plot. the resu.lts of the ana1¥sis on an acceptable 
engineering graph., 
ASSIGNMENTS 
Reading: FORTRAN - pages 1-20 
ENGINEERING. - pages 214 ... 219 
Homework: Assigned by Instructor 
Problem #1: . Assigned by Instructor 
PRE-TEST 
I .A. There is no pre-test for tbis obj.ect_iv.e. You w1l l be assessed 
on- your problem. solution. 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
♦- Let's begjn- by learning something,. ab.out compute.rs. R~_a(l Lesson 1 in 
your FORTRAN book. The material is straightforward, and you shouldnTt 
have any trouble. Now let's try to ge.t. some understanding of how computers 
work. ~ 
· A. computer is composed of ·two. ldnds of parts--hardware (.physical 
things you can touch), and software (conceptual things like idea~ and 
informat!on.). fi.ve componen~s _ma:ke u_p. the h~r~Wa•r~: r-tieyt (typew.r-iter, 
CRT tenmnal, cards, :tap~, d-1s:kl, Memo~r-y, Ar1tfimet1c_, Log1c;/_Cont.rol,. and· 
· Oh.tp1,1t (cypewriter,. pri;nte.r, ca.rds-,., tape, di-slf) .-·. You 'l.l be ·ih-troduced -to 
. t:..~~---compoQei)ts .on your .first visi.t t;o: the computer f~ciJitj'. _Softwar.e. 
g~~rally ref-ers to ·the v-arfous types· of ~pr-ogr-ams .. (lists ot· instructio-nsJ _· 
: whic-h the computer uses: ·Admi-ni·strati"on·,. Compiler, Individu:al and. ·.··· . '•. 
Sub~routfne. · · · · · 
The functio.n of each component is important and you- should le:arn 
. these: . 
r-, INPUT ... Conmunication with· the computer, i.e. feed in -instructions 
r · - '1 and data. 
\ __ / MEMORY - Storage: of i..nstructions, d~ta, and computed values. 
ARITHMETIC - . Add·, subtract, etc. 
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-Intro·. American Bus.iness 
.Typing 
Shorthand . 
Business Conmunicatior\s · 
Intro. to Computers 
Mat'1. for Business 
Robert Allen, Biology 
Dennis Anderson, Biology 
Marilyn Anderson, Graphic art 
David Archer, Music 
Lynn Bales, Program Director/Health Related Careers 
Leroy Ball, Chemistry 
Elizabeth Benedict, Language 
David Blakeman, Program Director/Media and the arts 
John Cain, Mathematics 
Garry Charter, Communications/Drama 
John Cleek, President 
Mary Sue Counts, Secretarial Sciences 
Diana Denton, EMT 
Larry Edwards, Political Science/History 
Ruth Ford, Secretarial Sciences/Medical/Legal 
Roger Hadley, Communications/Speech 
Elwyn Hastings, Director/Management Information Systems 
Sue Hinton, Communications 
Reid Holland, Assist. Program Director/ Human Affairs/History 
Glen Howard, Coord. Federal Programs 
Lynn Jenkins, Photography/Broadcast Journalism/ Drafting 
Vicki Johns, Assist. To the President/Secretarial Sciences 
Dale Johnson, Director/Leaming Resource Center 
Jean Jones, Supervisor/Admissions & Registrations 
Thomas Jones, Art 
Wayne Jones, Student Development Specialist 
Steven Kamm, Physical and Biological Sciences 
Charles Kennamer, Chief Engineer/Media Production Center 
Gordon Kilpatrick, Director/Educational Development/Chemistry 
Bob Klassen, Student Development Specialist/Mathematics 
Don Leaonard, Dean-Student Development/ Program Manager/Human Affairs 
Gary Lombard, Director-Student Activities 
Eugene Maples, Electronics/Engineering/Physics 
Wayne Martin, Computer Programmer 
Ray McCullar, History 
Germaine McCurdy, Student Development Specialist 
Lester Miller, Business Management/ Economics 
Harry Mitchell, Business Management 
Mary North, Occupational Recreational Therapy 
Bruce Owen, Dean-Instruction/Communications 
Fred Pearman, Psychology 
Gus Pekara, Mathematics/Science 
Robert Poole, Basic Skills/Reading-English 
Dixie Roberson, Basic Skills/ Counseling-Reading 
Sheryl Rollins, Librarian 
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Donald Rose, Communications/ Literature/Student Development Specialist 
Richard Rouillard, Communications/Literature 
Charles Sapp, Social Sciences/Coordinator-Cooperative Education Programs 
John Sausins, Business/Director-Finance 
Thomas Schmidt, Communications/Drama 
Joel Swofford, Director-Purchasing 
Al Taylor, Administrative Vice President 
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Robert Todd, Program Manager/ Business Management and Natural & Applied Sciences 
Fred Trapp, Political Science 
Hugh Turner, Executive Assistant to the President/Political Science/Management 
Leon Wall, Student Development Specialist/Director-Continuing Education 
Lance Ward, Photo Journalism/News Writing 
Karen Snyder Wilson, Communications 
Carolyn Aleman 
Kathy Bagley, Counselor 
Mary Cole 
Marlene Deweese, Typist 
Zandra Dortch 
Rebecca Foster, Assistant 
Connie Gardner 




Betty Ann Klassen 
Arnold Marshall, Plant Superintendent 
Rene Marshall, Receptionist 
Mary McDown, Counselor 




Marshall Smith, Counselor 
Jackie Taylor, Bookstore Manager 
Donna Thorp, Accountant-Payroll 
Joy Lynn Weisel 
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